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ABSTRACT

Classical suspension bridges and modem cable-stayed bridges dominate the class of
bridgeswhichareoftenreferredto simplyas “long-spanbridges”.Long-spanbridgescon-
stitute some of the largesg architecturallypleasing and essential structures for human
activity.Thepresentday worthof manyof these structuresis enormous,for example con-
sider the cost for replacement or the annual cost-benefit to tourism of San Francisco’s
Golden Gate Bridge. It is essential that these structures be adequately protected from
attackby naturalforces.

There are numerous long-span bridges in the United States and throughout the world
which were designed and built prior to the development of computer based analysisproce-
dures and modern structuraldesign codes and standards.It is widely recognized thatmany
of these bridges have serious structuraldeficiencies when considering extreme environ-
mental loads such as seismic excitation tbm major earthquakes.Recent earthquakeshave
brought to the forefront the seismic deficiencies of many older bridge structuresand have
demonstratedthe potential for major loss of life and adverse economic impae~ and many
state, local and federal transportation entities are currently evaluating the feasibility of
seismic upgrades for major bridges under theirjurisdictions.

Construction details of many older bridges lead to significant numerical modeling chal-
lenges. For example, to accommodate thermal expansion and contraction, the hanging
decks of suspension bridges are often weakly coupled to the bridge towers, leading to the
possibility of sudden impact between the suspended deck system and the main supporting
towers when the deck system sways during transient earthquake response. Another examp-
le of an area which is often problematic in older suspension bridges is the main towers
and their support system where rocking and up-lift of the tower bases or rocking of the
supporting caissons may lead to significant nonlinear response behavior. Adding to the
complexity of these types of local nordinearities is the fact that suspension structures are
inherently nonlinear in a global sense due to the geometric dependence of the system stiff-
ness on the global geometry and the displaced shape of the suspension cable systems.

Cable stayed bridges represent a relatively new structural configuration and have enjoyed
widespread acceptance and application over the past few years. Similar to suspension
structures, cable-stayed bridges rely on the tensile had carrying capacity of a tensioned
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cable system to provide support and stability of the vehicle roadway, and many of the
issues prevalent in modeling suspension bridges, i.e. the importance of geometry change
and geometric nonlinearities, are relevant in cable-stayed bridge modeling.

Even with modem computational capabilities the analysis of a major suspension or cable-
stayed bridge is a daunting task. Aside from the fact thatthe shear size of these structures
results in large, nonlinear computational models, there are many timdamental loading
issues which are not currently well understood. For example, the length of these structures
leads to the potential for significantly different seismic input motions at the support tow-
ers, and the potential for spatial variability of seismic motions has not been well quantified
nor is its effect on long-span structurescompletely understood.

The work reported on herein was aimed at developing methodologies and tools for effi-
cient and accurate numerical simulation of the seismic response of suspension and cable-
stayed structures. A special purpose finite element program has been constructed and the
underlying theory and demonstration example problems are presented. A companion
report [Ref 1] discusses the application of this technology for a major suspension bridge
structure.
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1.0 Background

Engineers and Earth Scientists from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, the
University of California at Berkeley and the University of California at Los Angeles have
combined efforts in a UC funded Campus-Laboratory-Collaboration (CLC) research
project aimed at developing a better understanding of the physical processes associated
with the generation of earthquake ground motions and the response of important major
structures to large earthquakes.

One component of the Advanced Earthquake Hazard Reseamh project includes a seismic
response study of the western span of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge. The Bay
Bridge was selected for study because it embodies many of the complicating issues which
are currently of great interest to engineers evaluating the response of long-span bridges.
These issues include the effect of spatially varying ground motion and the degree to which
system global and local nonlinearities influence the system response. Another motivation
for investigating the Bay Bridge western span is the fact that this structure is critical to the
transportation infrastructure and economy of the San Francisco Bay Area. The hardships
caused by partial collapse of a segment of the Eastern Bay Bridge span during the 1989
Loma Prieta earthquake have driven home the necessity of seismic integrity for critical
transportation systems. The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) is cur-
rently developing a seismic retrofit strategy for the western span suspension structures,
and the Caltrans’ retrofit study and retrofit construction will be performed over the next
three to five years. In light of this, a corollary reason for studying this particular structure
is that any information generated on the earthquake response can provide timely input for
Caltrans’ retrofit design effort and thereby allow UC to make a contribution to California’s
ongoing seismic hazard mitigation efforts.

The Bay Bridge western crossing consists of classic steel suspension structures which
were completed in November 1936. The twin suspension structures of the western cross-
ing are shown in Figure 1 and the entire length of the structure is approximately 3.14 Km
(1.95 miles). Both anchorages and the supporting piers extend vertically through soil lay-
ers and are founded on Franciscan sandstone as shown in Figure 1.

The work reported on herein is one component of the Bay Bridge study, and provides an
overview of the development and implementation of a nonlinear finite element program
created specifically for the analysis of long-span suspension bridges. Heretofore, com-
puter analyses of this class of structure have been performed sparingly because of the
computationally intensive nature of the numerical simulations. The motivation for the cur-
rent work was to provide a problem specific, tailored analysis tool with enough computa-
tional efficiency to allow extensive parametric evaluations of the response of long-span
suspension bridges.

The basic element technologies employed in the program are shown in Figure 2. The focus
of the current report is on the development of the model of the bridge supersticture sys-
tem (i.e. the towers, cable system and deck system), and the theoretical development of the
various elements is outlined herein along with example problems which illustrate the
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P4 application and utility of the modeling methodology. A companion report
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Structural system component Structural element
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Towers

I

1-D flexure element

Cab

@

1-D two force element

Deck system

DeetI caissons.

ILIll

(Ref 1), pro-

Deck model consists of truss, membrane
and sway stiffness elements (3 DOF per node)

Rigidblock, including uplift,
and soil springs

FIGURE2. Elementtechnologiesemployedinthesuspensionbridgemodel

vides the details of applicationof this technology for an actualbridge structure.
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2.0 Global nonlinear solution framework

The foundation of any nonlinear analysis tool is the nonlinear solution algorithm utilized
to solve the nonlinear equations of equilibrium. The global nonlinear solution framework
employed in the SUSPNDRS program was developed to allow accommodationof both geo-
metric and material nonlinearities in the characterization of the bridge system. The proce-
dure followed is based on a Newton-Raphson technique with a number of special
procedures to enhance the stability and convergence of the nonlinear equilibrium itera-
tions. The basic approach follows that outlined in McCallen and Romstad ~ef 2, Ref 3,
Ref 4].

To simply illustrate the development of the nonlinear solution algorithm a static analysis
problem will be addressed. The extension to dynamic analysis is relatively straight for-
ward and consists of insertion of a time stepping loop. In a computational structural
model, the deformation of the structure is defined by the active global displacement com-

ponents {ll}c R” where n = the number of active degrees of freedom required to ade-

quately characterize the deformations of the structure. For a given set of external loads on

the structure, {P}E R” , an equilibrium configuration of the structure is achieved if the
external load component at each degree of freedom i, denoted Pi, is in equilibrium with

the sum of the internal resisting forces of the structure in the direction of degree of free-
dom i, denoted Qi, and any nodal force in the direction of degree of freedom i which is

generated by contact of disjoint model parts, denoted Ci, for all active degrees of freedom.

The contact forces can simply be treated as an additional nodal load vector in the same
manner as the externally applied loads {P} . The internal resisting forces {Q} are the
result of deformations of the model elements and represent the generalized nodal forces
for the elements.

In a nonlinear problem the internal resisting forces and the contact forces are nonlinear

functions of the global displacements. If a residual vector {R ({D}) }c R“ is defined as
the difference between all of the various force components in the direction of each degree
of freedom,

{R({D})}={{Q({D}) }-{ P}-{ C({D})}} (IZQ 1)

then an equilibrium configuration of the structure {D*} results in a null residual vector,

i.e.

{R({D*})}={O] (IIQ 2)
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If {D~} is the kth approximation of {D*} then a Taylor series expansion of the residual

E
,,,?

vector about {D~ } yields

{R ({D*})} = {R{{ Dk})} + [a{ R($~k})}]{ADI + O({AD}2) (EQ 3)

where,

and from EQ. 1,

ud

aR

[1m=

pa-(%]
=

I ... ... ... ,-
. . . . . . . . .

acn
CC) ($ ““”~

(I3Q4)

(I3Q5)

(I3Q6)

t- /
Discarding the higher order terms in EQ. 3 and invoking the fact that {D*} = {O} , the

b d
incremental displacements are given by

D
a{ R({Dk})} {AD} =

P
[ aD 1

-{ R({Dk})} (I3Q7)

$

II The instantaneous stiffness stiffness matrix of the structure is defined as the instantaneous
rate of change of the internal resisting forces and contact forces with respect to displace-
ments, thus

Ill
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[K,({D’})1= ~{~(::k})}] (I3Q8)

The individual terms of the instantaneous stiffness matrix are given by EQ. 6.

EQ. 8 provides the basis for the Newton-Raphson solution algorithm in which the external
loads are applied incrementally in a load step, and within the given load step equilibrium
iterations are performed to drive the residual to zero (or more accurately, to an acceptably
small value). Quasi-Newton methods can also be readily incorporated within this frame-
work and these methods will be investigated in the full scale bridge study (Ref 1).
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3.0 Local-global
element

Inorder to develop the

coordinate transformation for a one dimensional

system coordinate transformations for a one dimensional element
with a convected local coordinate system, the direction cosines and transformation matri-
ces must be derived. The transformation matrices, the components of which are the direc-
tion cosines of the axes, define the transformation of vector quantities between coordinate
systems. Consider the one dimensional element shown in Figure 3.

!
Y’

x’
● Node K

A.>
~~J

inglobal coordinates...

Node I + (xl, yz, Zz)

Node J ~ (x> YJ, ZJ)
FIGURE 3. Global and local coordinate SJ%@I15 Node K+ (XK, y~ , Z~)

Axis x’ is defined in terms of the unit vector ~,

where,

XJ – xl
lx! =

(XJ - X,)2+ (YJ - YJ2 + (ZJ - ZJ2

YJ – YI
mx, =

(XJ -@2+ (YJ - Y~)2+ (ZJ - Z])2

(I3Q9)

(I3Q 10)

(I3Q 11)

ZJ – Z1
nxl = (IZQ12)

(XJ - X1)2+ (YJ - @2+ (ZJ - Z})2

Based on vectors from I to J and from I to K, the unit vector in the z’ direction can be
obtained,

ti = (XK- x~)t + (y~ - y~)] + (ZK- z~)k (EQ13)
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(’EQ15)

thus,

the cross product of IK and IJ is given by,

ti @1% = (xJ-x,)?+ (YJ- y~);+ (zJ-z,)i @

(XK- X,);+ (y~ - y~)l + (ZK- Zl)k

fi @1%= [(yj – y~)(z~ – z~)– (ZJ - z~)(y~ – y~)lt +

[- (XJ- x~)(z~ - z~) + (ZJ - z~)(x~ - %)1; +

[(XJ -x’~)(Y~ -Yz) - (YJ- Y/)(x~ - @

Now, unitize the product to get the unit vector in the z’ direction, if

Th311t=c1?+c2j+c3k
then

k‘t =

or

where

&{+&=?+
k‘1 = lZt~+ mZv~+ nZtl

‘z’=J?%
‘z’=J?%
‘z’=m%

3J?&k
22

To get the unit vector in the y’ direction, construct the cross product~ @~,

or

where

‘.!
J = k’8 ?= lztl + mztj + nzqk @ lX,?+ mxt] + nx,k =

(mzmxo- nzlmxl)i+ (- lzlnxl+ nzflxl)’j+ (lzlmxl- mzllxl)k

?= lYg;+ mYt~+ nYll

(I3Q 17)

(EQ 18)

(I3Q20)

(EQ 23)

(J3Q24)
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lY4= (mzmx,- nzlmxt) (J3Q25)

my)= (- lztnxt+ nzllxl) (,EQ26)

nyn = (lzlmxl- mzllxl) (I2Q27)

A vector quantity ~ can now be described in either coordinate system shown in Figure 4,

4
Y

global

/

$= dX; + dY; + d,~

z
FIGURE 4. Vectorqunntity

givenB = dX,? + dY,~ + dZt~, then

thus,

similarly,

3

dyt

local

in globalandlocalCOOdilWtH

dY = dX,mXt+ dY,mY,+ dZ,mZ,

dZ = dXmX,+ dYmY,+ dZmZt

In matrix form these relationships beeome

(J3Q28)

(I3Q29)

(EQ 30)

(I3Q31)

(IZQ32)

(E3Q33)

13
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D or

1[ 1[1
ix lX, lYs lZ, dXt

dY = mX, mY, mz, d t
Y

d-z nXt nYt nzt dz,

{d} = [Zf{d’}

%4

The inverse transformation is given by,

dxt =$e?. (dx; +dy~ + dz~) . (lX,?+ mx,j + nx,k)

= dxlx, + dymX, + dZnX*

similarly,

dy, = dxly, + dymy, + dzny~

d,, = dXIZt+ dymz, + dznzt

or in matrix form

[1[1
di lXgmXt nX9

dy, = lYVmyt nyt

dzv lzg mzo nzt 1
ix
dy

d-z

(I3Q 34)

(I3Q35)

(I3Q36)

(I3Q37)

(EQ 38)

(I3Q39)

or

(IZQ40){d’} = [T]{d}

EQ. 34 and EQ. 40 provide the transformation between global and local coordinates for
any vector quantity. For example, these relationships provide the transformation between
local and global coordinates for the end displacement and force vectors for a one dimen-
sional truss element as shown in Figure 5.

14
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local to dobal transformation... \ I 4X ...

FIGURE5.Application of comdiiate transformation relationships tn a one dimemionaf
truss member
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4.0 Measurement of element deformations

The class of problems considered in the SUSPNDRS program includes problems in which
global displacements and rotations can take on arbitrarily large values. However, the
deformations of the elements are restricted to be small, and in the nonlinear solution algo-
rithm the incremental displacements and rotations (i.e. the increments obtained from the
current equilibrium iteration) are assumed to be small.

In large displacement problems, total rotations cannot be treated as vector quantities - i.e.
the rotations will not generally obey the parallelogram laws of vector addition, and the
addition of large rotations does not satisfy the commutative properties of vector addition.
In planar problems, where only one rotation component is present, this does not create any
particular difficulties. Element rotations are easily determined in an updated system by
obtaining the difference between the global nodal rotation and the updated coordinate sys-
tem orientation as shown in Figure 6. The element rotational deformation at node J is sim-
ply obtained from,

Yj= (ej -a, (EQ 41)

where u is the angle measured from the global axis to the convected coordinate system.

Y

t
global

L
x

Y’ local

Y’ \\

A

C> local (before displacing)

FIGURE6. Deformationmeasurementfor a beamelementundergoingplanar displacement

It should be noted that the updated coordinate system to be utilized is not unique. Both
updated coordinate systems shown in Figure 7 could be used remove rigid body transla-
tions and define element deformations for abeam undergoing planar deformation.
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I

Element deformations
given by ~i ~d ~

Element deformations

?!

‘- Iv”
FIGURE 7. Alternatives for element updated coordinate systems

In three dimensional problems, the element rotational deformations are not immediately
obtainable from the global rotations. The large global rotations are not vector quantities
and cannot be resolved vectorially into element coordinates as in a linear, small displace-
ment problem

4.0.1 Element and nodal coordinatesystems

To allow for determination of element rotations in the SUSPNDRS beam element, two
element nodal coordinate systems are established in addition to the element convected
coordinate system (Figure 8). The element nodal coordinates are used to track the position
and orientation of the element principal axes as the element deforms in space, and to allow
determination of the element rotational deformations at the respective nodes of the ele-
ment. In Figure 8, the element convected coordinate system is denoted by the x’, y’, z’
axes, the nodal coordinate system at element node I is denoted by the x“, y“, z“ axes and
the nodal coordinate system at element node J is denoted by the x’”, y’”, z’” axes.

The element nodal coordinate system at node I of the element is defined by the triad of

unit vectors ~’,7’, k“, and the element nodal coordinate system at node J is defined by the

unit vectors l’”,}” k’”. The initial orientations of the nodal coordinate systems are defined
by the locations of the element nodes I and J and the initial K node location (i.e. node ~
in Figure 8.

The x“, y“, z“ coordinate system tracks with the principal axes of the beam element at
node I as the beam deforms, and the x’”, y’”, z’” coordinate system tracks with the princi-
pal axes of the beam element at node J as the beam deforms. The incremental displace-
ment and incremental rotation vectors in global coordinates, determined from an

17
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J

xx’

ADi

1

Y

r
z coordinates

J “v

Node I
~k+l
AOi

\
Iteration k+l

z’

FIGURE 8. Conveeted element coordinate system, element nodal coordinates and element
deformations
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incremental equation
nates are given by

solution in the finite element analysis, for node I in global coordi-

G1= Adx,; + Ady,; + Adz,k (EQ 42)

G1 = Aex,; + Af3y,j+ Aoz,k (I3Q43)

and the incremental displacement and incremental rotations at node J are given by

GJ = Adx,; + Ady,] -tAdz,i (I3Q44)

Ax = AOX,;+ A6y,j + At3z,k (I3Q45)

In order to determine the element deformations after incremental displacements take
place, it is first necessary to determine the new location and orientation of the nodal coor-
dinate systems after the incremental displacements occur. The new locations of nodes I
and J are immediately found from the incremental displacements of element node I and
element node J. Thus

k+l
XI = X; + Adx: (EQ 46)

k+l
YI = y;+ Ady: (I3Q47)

k+l k
ZI = Z; i- Adz, (EQ 48)

k+l
XJ = X;+ Adx; (I3Q49)

k+l
YJ = y;+ Ady: (I3Q50)

k+l k
ZJ = Z;+ Adz, (I3Q51)

The new orientation of the nodal coordinate systems can be obtained from the incremental
nodal rotations. Consider the nodal coordinate system at node I, i.e. the x“, y“, z“ system,
as tbe beam element deforms from iteration k to iteration k+l (Figure 9). Assuming the
incremental rotations are small and can therefore be transformed vectorially, the incre-
mental rotations at node I can be transformed into the element nodal coordinate system
(see Figure 9).

(EQ 52)

The current direction cosines of the x“, y“, z“ axes provide the unit vector components
for the nodal coordinate system,

19
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!/d
l’+1

A

ipi;+l

+1 jj’co~+l

z~e~k
z~+l

FIGURE 9. Incremental rotations of nodal coordinate system at node I from iteration kto
iterntion k+l

The magnitude of the cross product of the unit vectors in the x direction is given by

1~~@t~+l 1= ll~l.l?~+llsin’f, (EQ56)

For small rotations skyi = yi and the cross product is given by

Thus for small rotations the cross product defines the rotation about tbe direction defined

by the cross product ~~ @ ?~+ ~ . Based on small rotation assumptions, the rotation about

the cross product direction can be written as the vector sum of the incremental nodal coor-

dinate rotations (note that the cross product must always lie in the plane defined by the ~’

and k“ vectors because the cross product vector must be orthogonal to the ?’ vector),

(EQ 58)

20
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or

thus

III the x“, y“, z“ coordinate system, let the vector ~~+1 be denoted by>

aI
lk+l = $l:;’ + 4J;’+ @;

Substituting EQ. 59 into EQ. 58 yields,

A A A

~; @ ol;~’ +$2 j~’ + $3 k; = A$ j;’+AO$)k;

$Ji’- $3 i“ = AtI;,, j~’ + A($ t;

4)2= A~t (EQ 62)

($3= -A$ (EQ 63)

The third component of the unit vector can be found based on the fact that the vector has
magnitude of unity, i.e.,

(J3Q59)

(I3Q60)

(EQ 61)

$1=A/=7=7 (EQ 64)

The sign of $1 is always positive since ~~+ 1 is ne~ly in the x“ direction ‘or ‘y ‘mdl

angular deformations.

The updated direction cosines of the ~’ vector in global coordinates are finally given by,

(EQ 65)

(I3Q66)

(EQ 67)

k the x“, y“, z“ coordinate system let the vector ~~+ ~ be denoted by

21
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k~= ~~

The updated global coordinates of the ~’ veetor is finally given by

[H
ly 1 1~,, 1:,, lk -

z“
k+l=kkk

my,, m f’ m y“ m z“

k+l kkk
ny,, n XS*n YI’ n ZI*-

Similarly,

and

(I3Q70)

(I3Q71)

(EQ 72)

(EQ 73)

(EQ 74)

jQl@~+l = A

Aej :;’+ Ae;t! j;

In the x“, y“, z“ coordinate system let the vector ~~, ~ be denoted by

k;+~ = VI :.’+ W2~i’+ P3 ~i’ (EQ77)

Substituting EQ. 77 into EQ. 76 yields,

~~’ @ pl ;;’ + ~z ~~’+L3 ii’ = A(3~rt:~’ + A(3;,t~~’ (EQ78)

or
A .

Ae:ll ~’+ Ae;!l j;’pl j“- p2 ~~’= (EQ79)

thus,

P1 = Aey!l (EQ80)

(EQ 75)

(I3Q76)
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1?J

p2 = -A9X,,

The updated global coordinates of the k“ vector is finally given by

[m]=[ji,;,;]~

(EQ 81)

(EQ 82)

(EQ 83)

The element convected coordinate system defined by the x’, y’, z’ coordinate axes must
also be updated for the new element configuration. Based on the new locations of the ele-
ment I and J nodes, as given by EQ. 46 to EQ. 51, the direction cosines of the x’ axes are
immediately found as outlined in Section 3.0. The direction cosines of the x’ axis are
given by the formulas of EQ. 10 to EQ. 12. There is some flexibility in the definition of the
element y’ and z’ axes as discussed for a planar problem in Section 3 (Figure 7). These
axes are used to measure the amount of rotational deformation at each end of the element
(note as shown in Figure 8, the displacement at each node will be zero since the element
nodal and convected coordinate systems have the same origin). In light of the fact that the
theory developed here is based on the assumption of small deformations, it is advanta-
geous to define the convected coordinate system in a manner which minimizes the angular
deformation measurement. The element y’ axis is defined by a new K node location,

where the K node is based on an average of the nodal ~’ and j“ vectors. Specifically, a

directional vector ~ is defined where,

(EIQ84)

andxl is the element length. The new K node position is established from element node Z

in the direction of vector 6 as indicated in Figure 10. Thus if the ~ vector is written,

(EQ 85)

the coordinates of the new K node are given by,

XK = xl + % (I3Q 86)

)’K = YJ+~y (I3Q87)

zK = Zz+qz (EQ 88)

The direction cosines of the element x’, y’, z’ axes are then found exactly as outlined in
section 3.0.
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FIGURE 10.Establishment of a new element coodinate system

4.0.2 Element rotational deformations

Once the updated locations and orientations of the element convected and nodal coordi-
nate systems are established, it is necessary to determine the element deformations as
measured in the convected element coordinate system. The element deformation can be
obtained by considering the small angles between the nodal coordinate systems and the
convected element coordinate system. Consider node I and the x’, y’, z’ and x“, y“, z“
coordinate systems as indicated in Figure 11.

The angular rotations which the x’, y’, z’ axes must go through to arrive at the x“, y“, z“

axes are denoted by (Figure 11) eX,,, (3Y,,,t)Z,,.These rotations provide element rotational

deformations for three dimensional flexure in the same manner as the angular deformation
y provides the element rotational deformation in the planar bending problem of Figure 6.

The magnitudes of these angular deformations can be obtained from the updated locations
of the x’, y’, z’ and x“, y“ and z“ axes. The magnitude of the cross product of the unit
vectors in the x’ and x“ directions is given by,

(EQ 89)

For small angular deformations sin ai = ai and the magnitude of the cross product is

given by,

Iwlt ‘+I

1 = (Xi (I3Q90)
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The crossproduct vector lies in the plane defined by the ~, ~ vectors and provides the

rotation about the axis defined by the ~ @f’ direction. For small angular deformations,
this rotation can be written as the vector sum of the rotations about they’ and z’ axes, i.e.

?43?’ = (3J’+edk’ (EQ 91)

To evaluate the cross product in EQ. 91 the coordinates of the ~’ vector must be translated

from global coordinates to the element convected coordinate system. Denoting the f’ vec-
tor in the convected coordinate system by,

‘h
1 = Q1? + Q2j’ + S23F (J3Q92)

where fkom a coordinate transformation between the convected and global coordinate sys-
tem,

lil=lzil[-:]~ (EQ 93)
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Substituting EQ. 92 into EQ. 91 gives

l’@@’+Q2}+@’ = Oij+ez; i

or

thus

Similarly

e
Y’I

= -Q3

0.?.’1= cl~

(I3Q94)

(EQ 95)

(I3Q96)

(I3Q97)

(EQ 98)

andfor small angular deformations sinIX~= a ~ and the magnitude of the cross product is

given by,

l}@ ~’1 = ~j (I3Q99)

The cross product of the vectors lies in the plane defined by the ~ and k’ vectors and pro-

vides the rotation about the axis defined by the ~ @~’ direction. For small angular defor-
mations, this rotation can be written as the vector sum of the rotations about the x’ and z’
axes, i.e.

@y = extj’+ ez!,i’ (I3Q 100)

To evaluate EQ. 100 the coordinates of the ~’ vector must be translated from global to

convected coordinates. Denoting the f’ vector in the convected coordinate system by

‘~!
1 = @’+z2j’ +T3k’ (EQ 101)

where from the coordinate transformation between the convected and global coordinate
system,

[1[ 1[1

%~ lx, mxl nxq lytl

T~ = lyl my, nyp my,,

T~ 1Z9mzsnzg nytq

(IZQ102)

Substituting EQ. 101 into EQ. 100 gives,

y @ Tl? + T2j’+@’ = Of,?+ez+’ (I3Q 103)
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or

+’+7J’ = exl,?+ (3Z!,i’ (EQ 104)

1
D

I

J I
“J

0x’, = q
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5.0 Representation of steel structure plasticity

A simple elasto-plastic, linear kinematic hardening model is utilized for a number of ele-
ments in the SUSPNDRS program. A general stress evaluation and stress-strain relation-
ship can be developed for the uniaxial plasticity model which can be utilized in all of the
elasto-plastic elements.

The classical bilinear plasticity model with kinematic hardening is shown in Figure 12. In
the evaluation of element nodal force vectors and instantaneous stiffness matrices, it is
necessary to carry out state determinations in which the element stresses at a given equi-
librium iteration are evaluated for the element force and stiffness calculations and the
instantaneous stress-strain relationship is obtained for the element stiffness determination.

.--’
---

---
---

---

s

EYE+=,--
,

1E
1

r(&c,CYc)

I *E
(E())q))

FIGURE 12.Elasto-plastic model with Iiuear kinematic hardening

To evaluate the current state of stress in the incremental-iterative solution procedure, a
path independent stress integration procedure will be employed. In the most general form,
this relationship can be stated

n-1 ‘; &JdE
0: =CJ +

J“_, de
(I3Q 106)

E

In EQ. 106, n refers to the current load step number, k refers to the equilibrium iteration
n-1 .

number in the current load step n, E IS the converged strain at the end of the previous
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load step and s; is the current strain obtained from the displacement fieki for iteration k.

EQ. 106 provides the stress value for the current configuration based on an integration of
the stress-strain relationship between the last fully converged state and the current dis-
placement configuration. Performing the integration from the last fully converged state
rather than the last iteration statel ensures that the algorithm will be path independent.

In the bilinear model, the integration of EQ. 106 is readily accomplished if a number of

simple rules are adopted to integrate around yield points. In Figure 12, (Cc, crC) denotes

the current location of the center of the yield region. When performing the integration of
EQ. 106a number of possible cases must be considered as shown in Figure 13. In case I,
the last converged state resides within the elastic region and the current configuration for
equilibrium iteration k also lies within the elastic region. In Case II the last converged state
is within the yield region and the current configuration lies outside the yield limits. In Case
III the last equilibrium configuration lies on the upper or lower yield surface and after load
reversal, the new configuration lies either in the elastic range or past the opposite yield
point (i.e reverse yielding in a very large load step). In Case IV, yielding continues in the
same direction with growth of the yield surface.

To facilitate the development of a simple formula for the stress integration, the parameters

L and q will be defined (Figure 14). These parameters are defined by

(I3Q 107)

E
n = Fy

(I?Q 108)

In EQ. 107 &Yis the initial yield strain and k represents the half width of the yield region.

The parameter q is the ratio of the stress-strain slope in the linear region to the stress-
strain slope in the inelastic regime.

Consider first the stress integration from point 1 to point 2 in Figure 15. Letting the total

strain increment from point 1 to point 2 be denoted by A&where

AC =
n-l

&;–& (EQ 109)

andthis strain increment would be obtained from the displacement field in a finite element
analysis. The stress increment is given by,

Aa
n–1

= 0;–0 = Ey[AE–(Ec+A–e ‘-l)] +E(&C+ A-en-l)

or

1.

10)

For example, performing the integration a: = a;_ ~~
‘; do

J
ZA would not preserve path independence

E:-I
since the integration tim converged state to converged state would rely on intermediate, unconverted
configurations and would introduce path dependency along a nonequilibrium path
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FIGURE13.Casesfor considerationin stressdetermination

ACJ= EyAE+(E-Ey)(Ec +k– En-l) (IIQ 111)

A&y=
n-1

EC+ L-E (I3Q 112)

which as shown in Figure 15 represents the strain increment from the last fully converged
point to the yield point, the stress increment given in EQ. 111 can be written,
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ACT= EYAe + (E – EY)AcY (I3Q 113)

or

AO = EYA&+ (~EY – Ey)A&y (IZQ114)

EQ. 114 then reduces to,

AO = EY(AE + (’q - I)A&y) (I?Q 115)

Defining the additional parameter,

Aey

“z
(EQ 116)

The stress increment of EQ. 115 can finally be written,

A(T = Ey[l + p(’Tl- l)]A& (I3Q 117)

For a negative strain increment, e.g. moving from point 1 to point 3 in Figure 15, a similar
expression can be developed and it is found that EQ. 117 still holds if the appropriate
strain to yield expression is employed, i.e.

A&Y= &c–x–&n-l (EQ118)

With the appropriate definition of the strain to yield term as given in EQ. 112 and EQ. 118,
the stress increment given in EQ. 117 is applicable for Case II in Figure 13 and in Case III
when the current equilibrium configuration results in reverse direction yielding.
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FIGURE 15. Integration of stress from the last fully converged state to the new current
equilibrium configuration

In a Newton-Raphson incremental-iterative scheme, the stresses must be updated in a state
determination for the current equilibrium configuration and the instantaneous stiffness of
the structural system must be formed. For the state determination the total stress is found
by obtaining the stress increment from EQ. 117 and adding the stress increment to the
total stress at the last fully converged state. The instantaneous stiffness is found from the

current rate of change of stress with respect to strain ~. For the simple elasto-plastic

model, the logic for accomplishing this, which will adequately capture all of the cases
shown in Figure 13, is indicated in Figure 16.

When applied to the bilinear elasto-plastic model, the Newton-Raphson solution algorithm
can experience serious divergence problems. In the well known paper by Matthies and
Strang ~ef 5] for example, the authors discuss some simple pathological cases in which
the classical Newton-Raphson procedure diverges rapidly. A general observation, based
on the author’s numerical experimentation, is that since the Newton-Raphson procedure is
a second order method, if the iterations do converge, converge is quite rapid. However,
divergence is a distinct possibility unless special controls are implemented. In the current
work, a special control was implemented to assist in convergence of the Newton-Raphson
procedure at the global finite element level. The procedure which was implemented con-
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FIGURE 16. Flowchart for implementation of elaato-plastic model in a Newton-Rapbson
solution framework

sists of using an approximation of the true tangent stiffness when yielding occurs. Thus

instedofusing~ = 17yto characterize the instantaneous stiffness, an approximation is

used, i.e.

(I3Q 119)

Utilization of the approximate expression in EQ. 119 significantly improved the conver-
gence of the Newton-Raphson scheme at the global finite element level. This approxima-
tion does lead to higher compute costs as a result of an increased number of equilibrium
iterations. Since the true instantaneous stiffness is not being utilized, convergence is no
longer second order. Based on numerical experimentation, appropriate values of %,which
enhance the stability of the Newton-Rapson procedure, with a minimal impact on conver-
gence rate, are in the range of 0.5 to 0.7.
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6.0 Nonlinear truss element

The development of the SUSPNDRS truss element will begin with consideration of a long
slender bar element as indicated in Figure 17. The bar is subjected only to axial forces
directed along the longitudinal axis of the bar, and based on physical observations of bars
subjected to axial load the following fimdamental observations can be made;

Sections plane and perpendicular to the longitudinal fibers of the bar before deforma-
tion remain plane and perpendicular to the Longitudinal fibers of the bar after deforma-
tion

Cross sections of the bar orthogonal to the longitudinal axis of the bar do not rotate
when the bar is subjected to pure axial load

The transverse strains in the bar cross section are negligibly small and the cross section

dimensions can be assumed constant (i.e. &Y=eZ= O)

6.1 ‘lYusstheory kinematics

To develop a simple theory for the bar behavior, a set of reference axes will be defined as
indicated in Figure 17. The location of the axes is arbitrary, but for simplicity sake the axes
will be assumed to pass through the centroid of the cross section. The displacement of the

Y

z

FIGURE 17.Deformation of a fiber located on the reference axia

initial end of a fiber located on the reference axis is given by

$ = u(x);+ v(x)]+ W(x)t (EQ 120)
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andbased on a Taylor series expansion, the displacement at the far end of the fiber is given
by

F,’J 3(X+(h) = (u+*x+@)’x2+-)+
[’+3’+$3’’2+-)’+
[w+~dx+&idx2+)

(EQ 121)

II
II

The deformed length of the fiber is given by

t

1new = 11(X)1 =
4 ( )( )( )

dx+u+~x-u’+ V+~X-V2+ w+~dx-w’ (EQ122)

or

‘new=JF’+%’s+(*’J+(%d’J-d(I3Q 123)

From EQ. 123, the fiber strain can be written

or

‘x=k+22+(3’)+(a’+(3’-’(I3Q 125)

I!3 2

()
Neglecting the higher order term ~

()

dv 2
and retaining the higher order terms — and

dx

()
~ 2 (these terms will provide the element geometric stiffness component), the strain of

the fiber is given by

.x= J“)-, (I3Q 126)

Expanding EQ. 126 using the binomial expansion yields

1

1. (1*X)2 = l*;X-;X2*...
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6.2 Truss theory stress resultants

The stress resultant for the simple truss is shown in Figure 18, and the resultant is given by

L“’”l

FIGURE18.hSS StItSS mmhlnts

FX = ~oIdA (EQ 128)
A

For the case of pure axial extensionand compression,Fx is the onlynonzerostressresult-

antinthebar.

6.3 The truss finite element

A simple finite displacement truss element has been implemented in the SUSPNDRS pro-
gram. The two node element is tracked in space with an element updated Langrangian
coordinate system which extends from element Node I to element Node J, as shown in
Figure 19, to account for gross geometric changes associated with large displacements of
the structural system. The element can accommodate both linear elastic and elasto-plastic
(classical kinematic hardening) constitutive behavior.

Considering the element shown in Figure 19, the element contribution to the internal
resisting force vector and the instantaneous stiffness matrix can be obtained by consider-
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6.3 The truss finite element

A simple finite displacement truss element has been implemented in the SUSPNDRS pro-
gram. The two node element is tracked in space with an element updated Langrangian
coordinate system which extends from element Node I to element Node J, as shown in
Figure 19, to account for gross geometric changes associated with large displacements of
the structural system. The element can accommodate both linear elastic and elasto-plastic
(classical kinematic hardening) constitutive behavior.

Considering the element shown in Figure 19, the element contribution to the internal
resisting force vector and the instantaneous stiffness matrix can be obtained by consider-
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ation of the principal of virtual displacements. For any vector of imposed virtual displace-
ments W, the internal work must equal the external work,

1

~Fx(x’)~EJx’)dx = qlbdl + q25d2 + q3~d3 + q4~d4 + q@5 + qfjddb (I3Q 129)

0

or

j~x(x’)@(x’)dx={q}T{bd}
o

(I3Q 130)

where

{q}T= [ 1ql qz qs ~4 ~5 !?6
(EQ 131)

{i!$d} = [&dl ijd2 8d3 6d4 8d5 ~d~ (I3Q 132)

To facilitate the computation of the element residual and stiffness contributions, a transfor-
mation is made from element to natural coordinates. The relationship between physical
and natural coordinates (Figure 20) is given by

Physical coordinates Natural coordinates

t t
I

FIGURE 20. ‘lhss element coordinate systems

(I3Q 133)

(I3Q 134)

made by introducing the displacementthe semidiscrete system isThe transformation to
field approximations

2

(EQ 135)

(I3Q 136)

,=1

2

v = ~ ‘i(E)vi
i=l
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where

N@ = ;(1-<)

N2(~)= ;(1+ ~)

Intermsofthenatural coordinates, the element strain is given by

E= &g)+;$#+i($2J

or

Introducing the strain expression into the PVD statement of EQ. 129 provides

which can be written in matrix form as

;FX{{B,}+{B,G({d})}}{~d}d{ = {dT{~d}
-1

(EQ 137)

(IZQ138)

(EQ 139)

(I3Q 140)

(IZQ 141)

(IZQ 142)

(I3Q 143)

where

1
{Bl} = [(NI$J-l) 00 (N;J-l) O 0 (I3Q 144)

1{Bl~({d})} = [0 (SIN1’J-l) (S2N1’J-1) O (SIN;J-l) (S2N;J-1)
(EQ 145)

and

(I3Q 146)
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i=l

The principal of virtd displacements can then be written

1

pw}+ {%({ fm}mw%= {9}T{W
-1

where

1{~} = [(N1’J-l) 00 (N;J-l) 00

{z3G({d})} =

[ 10 (SIZV1’J-l) (S2N1’J-1) o (SIZV;J-l) (SJVJ-l)

...,., .,. .,

(I3Q 149)

(EQ 150)

EQ. 143 must hold for any virtual displacement {?id} thus

{!?} = ;{{ B}+{BG({d})}}TFXJ~ (I3Q 151)

-1

EQ. 151 provides the element end forces in the element local coordinate system. By defi-
nition, the element instantaneous stiffness matrix consists of the instantaneous rate of
change of the element end forces with respect to element end displacements,

EQ. 152 can be written

N5X$$)- ‘ k
)[)aq2 aq*

q q ““” ““” ““” ““”

a93

1
~ ““- ““” ‘“” ‘“” ““”

(.

%4’
. . . . . . . . . . . .

““” ~

( 1[

a95 aq5’
. . . . . . . . . . . .

qq

‘%) .- &j[%)K
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D

(EQ 153)

and from EQ. 151,

{]J[aq 1
q=

,aFx {LB ~Fx]J&
{{B} + {BG({~})}} ~+ adl ~({~}) (EQ154)

-1

{]J[

aq 1
q= ‘5 {LB FFXIJ4

{{B} + {B~({d})}} adz + ad~ G({d}) (EQ155)

-1

and so on for d3 through ~. The element instantaneous

ten

stiffness matrix can then be writ-

1

= J[ [a r’F~k=,,-j@1{{B}+{BG({~})}}T(~)+{=@G({~})
-1

where,

and

[~.({op],=,,,=
[{~G({d}f{F}}{~.({d}f{F}}{&.({d]~{

The chain rule of differentiation can be applied to EQ. 157 to yield

{}

aF aFx
z ‘~

By comparison of EQ. 130 and EQ. 143,
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r!

Di’

{}

3EX

z
= {{ B}+{ BG({d})}}

andthe element instantaneous stifFness is given by

u
[k,] = ~

or

where

J[ [)~i3FX
= 1 {{B}+ {B~({d})}} ~ {{~} +{ BG({d})}}+

-1
x

[{+.({dl)y,]k=l~

[k~]= [ki]+ [k~l] + [k~,] + [k~,l + [k~,l

1

[)

T ilFx
[kil = ~{B} ~ {B}J&

-1
x

(I3Q 160)

(EQ 161)

(I3Q 162)

(EQ 163)

[k~,l= i {%@})}T(~){B}J* (EQ 164)

-1

1

[)

1’ aFx

[kc,]= j {B} ~ {%-({ d})}J~

-1

1

[1

T aFx

[kc,]= ~ {%({d})} ~ {%-({ d})}-@

-1

1 T

[kc,] = ~[

a
}]_l ~BG({d}) Fx

Jd~

k=l,6

(IZQ165)

(I3Q 166)

(IZQ 167)

In the updated Lagrangian coordinate system, Figure 19, the truss element nodal displace-

ments are identically zero, Thus, the matrix {BIG({ d }) } vanishes and the element resid-

ual and instantaneous stiffness terms are given by

1

{4} = J UUT%J4 (EQ 168)

-1

1

‘~~B}J*+~[{&G(,d})~,F]k=l,:~ @Ql@J,}( ][kl] = B

-1
x
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6.4 Elasto-plastic constitutive model

The constitutive behavior of the truss material has yet to be defined. For the SUSPNDRS
program, the truss is allowed either linear elastic or elasto-plastic with classical kinematic
hardening. For bilinear plasticity with kinematic hardening, the truss constitutive relation-
ship can be stated (see Figure 21)

8FX
— = EOAaex

when Fx < FY, and

i)Fx
— = EYAacx

when Fx 2 FY.

Fx

t

Fx

FIGURE21.Elasto-plastic behavior of
the truss elements

(I3Q 170)

(J3Q 171)

The truss element force Fx is obtained from path independent integration of the elasto-

plastic constitutive equations using the integration scheme developed in section 5.0.

6.5 Implementation of the elasto-plastic truss element

The Newton-Raphson based incremental, iterative global solution algorithm requires the
element contributions to the global residual vector and instantaneous stiffness matrix (see
EQ. 6 and EQ. 8). Based on the developments in the previous sections, the components
necessary for development of the truss element residual and instantaneous stiffness matrix
are now available. The element end forces in the element updated Lagrangian coordinate
system are given by
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where from EQ. 149,

1
{B} = [(N1’J-l) O 0 (N;J-l) O 0

The element contribution, for element i, to the global resisting force vector is then found
from the simple coordinate transformation

1

{Q}i = [TIT~ {B} TFxJd~

-1

(EQ 172)

where [2’]T is the transformation matrix between the current Lagrangian coordinate sys-
tem and the global coordinate system (see EQ. 35). The element instantaneous stiffness is
provided by EQ. 169

1 1

[kl] = J{]( ]
[{ 1;B T ~ {B}J4+ ~ ~~({d}) ‘{F}

-1
x

-1

where,

{BG({tf})} =

F

1 10 (SIN1’J-l) (S2N1’J-1) O (S#V;J-l) (S2N;J-1)

Jd~

k=l,6

The element contribution to the global instantaneous stiffness matrix is found from the lin-
ear coordinate transformation between the element Lagrangian and global coordinates,

The integrations indicated in EQ. 173, are performed analytically for the SUSPNDRS pro-
gram implementation.
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7.0

7.1

Nonlinear beam element

Engineering theory of beam bending

Initially, a long slender beaml will be considered in which the two transverse dimensions
are mu~h smaller than the longitudinal dimension as shown in Figure 22. The beam is sub-
jected to both transverse and longitudinal forces. Based on physical observations of flex-
ure of slender beams, the following fundamental observations about slender beam bending
cart be made;

. Sections plane and perpendicular to longitudinal fibers of the beam before deformation
remain plane and perpendicular to the longitudinal fibers of the beam tier deformation

x’-y’ plane

FIGURE 22. Slender beam subjected to transverse and longitudinal loadsandthebeam
referenceaxes

. The transverse strains in the beam cross section are negligibly small and the cross sec-

tion dimensions can be assumed constant (i.e. &Y=&Z= O)

The kinematics which result from these observations allows the development of a simple
engineering theory of beam bending. Exploitation of these observations allows reduction
of slender beam bending from a problem of three dimensional solid mechanics to a simple
one dimensional engineering theory of beam bending.

1. For the discussion here, slender refers to beams for which the length is at lesst ten times the lsrgest trans-
verse dimension.
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7.2 Beam theory kinematics

To develop the simple bending theory, a set of reference axes will be defined as shown in
Figure 23. To begin with, the location of the reference axes is arbitrary, the axes simply
originate somewhere in the beam cross section at one end of the beam, and they arc
aligned with the primary beam directions as shown in Figure 23.

The displacement of the beam is defined in terms of the displacements of the reference
axis, as given by the three dk.placement components U,Vand w as shown in Figure 23. The
dkplacement of any point located off of the reference axes can be described in terms of the
reference axis displacements. Consider any cross section of the beam undergoing defor-
mation as shown in Figure 23. Taking into account the fact that transverse strains are neg-

FIGURE23. Displacements rdpoints on and off the reference axes

ligibly small (the second fundamental observation of slender beam behavior) the off axis
displacements in they and z directions are taken equal to the reference axis displacements
and thus only the longitudinal displacement is a function of all three spatial coordinates x,
y, and Z.ThUS,

ii = f(x, y, z) (EQ 174)

u = j(x)only (I3Q175)

v = v = j(x)oraly (I3Q176)
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E = w = f(x)only

The displacement of any point on the reference axis is denoted by

$ = u(x)?+ v(x);+ W(x)k

and the displacement of any point off the reference axis is denoted by

$ = ii(x, y, z)? + F(x);+ W(x)k

Where the overbars are used to indicate a point off of the reference axis.

The longitudinal strain in fibers located either off or on the longitudinal axis can be written
in terms of the displacement quantities. Consider two fiber segments, each with initial
length A, undergoing deformation as shown in Figure 24. The displacement of an axis
fiber at the initial end is given by

i(x) = u(x)? + V(x)j + W(x)i (EQ 180)

and the displacement at the far end of the fiber is given by

(I3Q 177)

(J3Q 178)

(I3Q 179)

3(X + A) = [U+i++$+f.’+...)?+
[v+$x+@dx2+-1’
[W+gdx+$j+’+...)?

(EQ 181)

Where the displacements in EQ. 181 have been expanded about the inital end of the fiber
in a Taylor series. From vector addition, the vector defining the new fiber location can be
found,

$(x) + z(x) = dx? + :(X + dx) (I3Q 182)

or

9(X) = dxt + 8(X + dx) - &X) (I3Q 183)

Neglecting higher order terms, the new length of the fiber is approximately equal to,

1 =
new IF(X)I =

or
J( 2

)(

2 2

dx+u+~x–u + V+$jiX-V
)(

+ w+~dx–w
)

(I3Q 184)

lne. = ~@x+~x~+(~x~+(~dx~-dx
(I3Q 185)

and the fiber strain is given by,
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FIGURE 24. Deformation of fibem located on and off of the reference axis

(I3Q 186)

or

,x= Jl+2~+(*J)+($g+(.L (IZQ 187)

2

()

2

Neglecting the higher order term ~ ()
but keeping the higher order terms ~ and

()~ 2 (this term will ultimately lead to inclusion of the geometric stiffness), the strain of

the fiber is given by

EX= /“)-,
Expanding EQ. 188 using the binomial expansional

‘.= l+;@*+ &y+(+~)+(hi,herorderterms]-l
(J3Q189)

1

1. (1*X)2 = l*;X-;X2* . . .
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(IZQ190)

Similarly, the new length of the off-axis fiber is ,given by,

, ( & 2

)(

d 2

)(

d 2

1 = —?dx–? + i7+-Fdx-i7
‘x+ti+~dx-fi + ‘+dx )

(EQ 191)
new dx

Which after similar expansion finally yields,

(EQ 192)

Where use has been made of the fact that 7 = v and i7 = w.

The off axis displacement can be written in terms of the reference axis displacement,

ii= u – ezy + eyz (I3Q193)

For small deformations and small displacements, the rotations can be approximated by

(3Y=+

~ JilJ
z dx

EQ. 194andEQ. 195,EQ. 193can be written

dv dw
ii = u–—y-—z

dx dx

Based on EQ. 196, EQ. 176 and EQ. 177, the displacements at

(EQ 194)

(33Q195)

(I3Q 196)

points located off of the

reference axis have been completely stated in terms of reference axis displacements. This
is a direct consequence of the law of plane sections and is the key to reduction from a three
dimensional continuum theory to a one dimensional engineering theory. EQ. 192 then
becomes,

(EQ 197)

which can be written,

~x= &x– Kyy – KZZ (I3Q 198)

73 Beam theory stress resultants

The beam theory stress resultants are shown in Figure 25. The stress resultants are given
by

Fx =
~

i5XdA (EQ 199)

A

JMY = - ??XydA (I3Q 200)

A
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Mz = -J6xzdA
A

Tx = J(~XZY-tlyz)dA
A

(EQ 201)

(I3Q202)

lx

FIGURE 25. Bt%mIStlWSS resultants

Where A is the cross sectional area of the beam and the bars on the stress terms denote the
stresses at locations off of the reference axis. For the specialized case of a linear elastic
material, the stress-strain constitutive behavior is provided by a classical Hooke’s law,

—

For slender beams, the longitudinal fiber stresses are significantly larger than either of the
transverse stress components, and Hooke’s law can be approximated by,

Combining EQ. 204 and EQ. 198 gives,

E, = Ecx – EKYY- EKZZ (.EQ205)

Substituting this stress equation into the stress resultant expressions of EQ. 199 to
EQ. 201 yields,
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Fx = J( E~x - EKyy - EKZz)dA (I3Q206)

A

A4y=– J( E&x- EKyy - EKZz)ydA (I3Q207)

A

Mz=- J( E&X– EKyy – EKZz)zdA (I3Q208)

T. ~j(@.z,-@+)dA (I3Q209)

A

For a homogeneous, elastic material, these relationships can be rewritten,

Fx = EAeX - EKY~ydA - EKZ~zdA (EQ 210)

A A

My = -EeX~ydA + EKY~y2dA + EKZ~zydA (EQ211)

A A A

Mz = -EeX~zdA + EKYfyzdA + EKZ~z2dA (J3Q 212)

A A A

TX = Gj%Y - Lyz)dA (I3Q213)

A

EQ. 210 to EQ. 213 do not depend on any specific location of the reference axes. For a lin-

ear elastic material however, if the reference axes are taken to coincide with the centroidal

axes of the beam, the relationships reduce to the familiar strength of materials expressions

for simple Bernoulli-Euler beam bending. For example, if the reference axes correspond to

the centroidal axes, by definition,

J
ydA = O (I3Q 214)

A

J
zdA = O (IZQ215)

A

Jy2dA = IYY (EQ216)

A

J
z2dA = IZZ (I3Q 217)

A

JxydA = O (I3Q218)

A

and EQ. 210 through EQ. 213 reduce to the standard expressions

Fx = EA&x (I3Q 219)

My = I?~yyKy (I3Q220)

M, = EIZZKZ (EQ 221)

Tx = GJy (I3Q 222)
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From EQ. 219 it is evident that if the axial force applied to the beam is zero, the reference
axis strain is zero and thus the reference axis (and centroidal axis for this case) is also the
neutral axis of the beam. When the reference axes correspond to the centroidal axes the
beam axial fome is only a function of the reference axis strain and the moments are only a
function of the reference axis curvature. In the consideration of material nonlinearity in a
subsequent section, it will be found that the uncoupling of the axial stress resultant from
the curvature terms and the uncoupling of the moments from the reference axis strain will
not generally be achievable because the neutral axis of the beam translates through the
beam section as portions of the beam cross section undergo nonlinear material response.

7.4Beam finite element

In typical civil engineering applications, the structure consists of a frame or truss system
in which a large number of beam elements constitute the structural system. For seismic
analyses of typical structures, many regions of the structure may remain entirely in the
elastic range while other regions of the structure experience nonlinear material behavior.
Most often, the regions of nonlinearity are not known a priori and depend on the complex
dynamic transient response of the entire structural system. It is thus desirable to have a
structural model which can efficiently and accurately represent both linear and nonlinear
behavior. With this concept in mind, a nonlinear beam element has been developed based
on a cubic Hermite polynomial displacement field approximation. This element allows
adequate representation of linear beam bending with a single element between nodes of
the model. This is in contrast to some existing linear beam elements (see for example
NIKE3D @ef 6] beam element technology) which require multiple element discretiza-
tions of structural elements in order to accurately represent the linear bending characteris-
tics of the beam. Discretization with linear displacement field elements can result in an
excessively large number of model degrees of freedom when representing a long-span
bridge.

Consider the one dimensional flexural element shown in Figure 26. The element contribu-
tions to the internal resisting force vector and instantaneous stiffness matrix can be
obtained by consideration of the principal of virtual displacements. For any vector of
imposed virtual displacements &i, the internal work must equal the external work,

~[Fx(X’)6Ex(X’)+~Y(X’)~KY(X’)+~Z(X’)bKZ(X’)+ ~x(X’)~rx(X’)]dX’(EQ223)

o

or

j[{~(x’)}T{a&(x’) }]dx’={q}T{5d} (I3Q224)

o

where
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, [kG,],and [kG,] are identically zero. For the updated corotational system, the ele-

!

qll. dll

4‘“v
I

w z~,“
‘\ \
\\ Iteration k&

Node I ~
dl=d2=d3=0 ,

A<.k
@.k

FIGURE 2t?.Flexurst element and mnvectal cormtational eomdinate system
1-

ment residual and instantaneous stiffness contributions are thus given by,

p

{q} = j[BlT{~}J4 (I3Q284)

[&G({d}]T~F]k=,,lJd(EQ 2S5)

Up to this point in the development, the nonlinem constittrtive behavior of the element
F material has been left complete] y arbitrary. If the material is linear elastic, the constitotive

matrix defining the rate of change of stress resultants with respect to strains (EQ. 274)
reduces to a very simple form for the case in which the reference axes correspond to the

r beam centroidal axes. For this case, the constitutive matrix reduces to
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Physical coordinates Natural Coordinates

FIGURE 27. Flexund element coordinate systems

d~ = ;dx (I?Q 230)

The transformation to a sernidiscrete system is made by introduction of the displacement
field approximations,

2

(I3Q231)

,=1

4

(J3Q232)

i=]

4

(IZQ233)

i=l

2

(I3Q234)

i=l

quadratic terms of EQ. 197 (i.e.
(%7 ‘d (%7)

For computational expediency, the

will be represented by a lower order approximation (see Przernieniecki ~ef 7]). A second
order approximation for the slope terms would result if the displacement approximations
of EQ. 232 and EQ. 233 were used directly, and the corresponding instantaneous stiffness
and residual terms would include high order terms. The approximate expressions for the
slope terms are given by,

(I3Q 235)

(I3Q236)

M EQ. 231 through EQ. 234, the ui, vi, wi ~d et terms me displ~ments ad ro~tions at

the ends of the element ,which are equivalent to the corresponding “d” terms in Figure 26

(for example VI = d2, V2 = db, V3 = dg, V4 = d12)ad
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N1 = ;(l-g) (I3Q237)

N2 = ;(1+0 . (EQ 238)

Ml = ;(1 - g)2(2 + g) (I3Q239)

M2 = 1( + 1)(1 -g)286 (EQ 240)

MS = :(g+l)2(2-g) (EQ241)

M4 = 1( + l)2(g-1)86 (EQ242)

L1 = :(1 - g)2(2+ {) (I3Q 243)

L2 = -:({+ 1)(1 -g)2 (EQ 244)

L3 = ;(g + 1)2(2 -g) (EQ245)

Lb = -:( + l)2(g -1)~t (I3Q246)

In terms of natural coordinates the element strains can be written,

or

similarly,

d2v 4
lcy = —–

d~212

~=d2w4——
z d~212

(EQ 247)

(I3Q 248)

(J3Q249)

(EQ 250)

(EQ251)

Introducing these strain expressions into the PVD statement of EQ. 223 and converting to
natural coordinates yields,
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= q16dl+... q12i3d12

E
j which can be written in matrix form,

B
~[FX{{B1} +{Bl~({d})}}{~d} +~Y{B2}{~d} +~Z{B3}{ad}

-1

m +TX{Bd}{6d}]J4 = {q} T{~dl

where,

1{~1}= [( N1’J-l) 00000 (N;J-l) 00000

[ 1{~z} = () (M,’’(J-1)2) 000 (M;(J-1)2) o (M;(J-1)2) 000 (MJ(J-1)2)

[ 1{~3}= 00 (L1’’(J’)2)o (L;(J-1)2)000 (L3’’(J-1)2)o (L;(J-1))2 o

1{~4}= [0 00 (N1’.r’) 00000 (N;J-l) 00

and

SI = ~ ~~(g)viJ-l
i=l

~2 = ~ ~,’(g)wiJ-l
i=l

The principal of virtual displacement can then be written,

j {F}T[[BI + [BG({d})ll{ad}J&= {q}T{8d}

(I3Q252)

(I3Q253)

(EQ 254)

(I3Q255)

(I3Q256)

(EQ 257)

(I3Q258)

(J3Q259)

(JZQ260)

(I3Q261)

u -1

Comparing EQ. 261 and EQ. 224, the relationship between strain and displacements is

D
given by

{6E} = [[B]+ [BG({d})ll{ad} (I3Q 262)

[

where,
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[B] = (EQ 263)

I@ o 0 0 0 0 N;J-l O 0 0 0 0

0 M1’’(J-1)2 o 0 0 M;(J-l )2 o M;’(J-l)* o 0 0 M4’’(J-j2

o 0 L1’’(J-1)2 o L;(J-1)2 o 0 0 LJ(J-j2 o L~’(J-j2 o

0 0 0 A@ o 0 0 0 0 N$J-l O 0

[BG({d})] = (EQ 264)

[ 1

0 (SINI’J-l) (S2N1’J-1) O 000 (SIN;.J-l) (S2N;J-1) O 00

00 0 0000 0 0 000

00 0 0000 0 0 000

00 0 0000 0 0 000

EQ. 261 must hold for any {&i}, thus,

{q} = ~ [[B]+ [BG({d})]l~{F}J~ (EQ265)

-1
EQ. 265 provides the element end forces in the element local coordinate system. By defi-
nition, the element instantaneous stiffness matrix consists of the instantaneous rate of
change of the element end forces with respect to element end displacements, i.e.

[kI] =

EQ. 266 can be written,

[kl] =

From EQ. 265,

(a(a(a ‘- -[*

[)[)% %2

q q ““” ““” ““’ ““”

()%q ““” ‘-” ““” ‘“” ““”

(%0
... ... ... ... ““” q

( )(‘%1 *11
. . . . . . . . . . . .

Xqs

[*I 0- (WRW

{}J[aq 1
q= ‘{:}+[&G(@Vf’;[[B]+ [B~({’})11 ad

-1

(I3Q266)

(I3Q267)

Jdg (I3Q268)
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{]J[aq 1
q= T{aFJ+[&G({d}l]T{F}]J4[[B]+[BG({d})ll~ (EQ 269)

-1
similar expressions exist for d3 through d12, and the element instantaneous stiffness can

thus be written,

1

=
1[ [~ [[~GWl~{F~[[B] + [BG({d})llTaF +
-1

and

(3(3 ~~~[%
[1~y
ildl ““” ““” ““” ‘“”

()

ilMz

[

.

q “-” ‘“” ““” ~
/

& ‘ E)&

k=l,12

kG({’}r{Fik=,>,.=

.“

-1

The chain rule of differentiation can be applied to EQ. 271 to yield

[El=[a[%]

where

and,

@E) g) q
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a&x
ad12

[-
aKy

ad12

[)[)a&xaex
q q ““”““”

[)aKy

~ ““” ““” ““”a&

[1z=
(I3Q275)

(-aKZad12[)aKz

~ ““” ““” ““”

Comparison of EQ. 275 and EQ. 262 shows that EQ. 275 can be written,

D a&

[1z
= [[B]+ [BG({d})ll (I3Q276)

The instantaneous stiffness matrix given by EQ. 270 can then be written,

[1 [ [1
[~,1= y =j [[~1+[BG({d})llTg [[B]+[B~({d})ll+

-1
[[~G(,cO~{F~ ]~ (EQ 277)B

or

[k]] = [ki] + [k~ll + [k~,l + [kc,] + [kGAl (I3Q278)

(I3Q 279)

(EQ 280)

(I3Q 281)

(EQ 282)

II (EQ 283)

In the updated corotational coordinate system developed for the beam element (section
4.0.1), the element end displacements in the updated coordinate system are identically
zero (see Figure 28 below). Thus, with the simple slope approximation given by EQ. 235
~d EQ. 236, the matrix [BG({d} ) ] vanishes, and the instantaneous Stiffness terms
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[kG,], [kG,], and [k~,] are identic~ly zero. For the updated COrOtatiOnalsYstemJ the ele-

4y’,v

=0

FIGURE 2& Flexural element and convected corrotational coordinate system

ment residualand instantaneousstiffnesscontributionsare thus ghen by,

1

{(l} = JWl%w (EQ 284)

-1

.l[[&G’’d’y’F]k‘Q285)
[k,]= ;[~l’[~[~lJZ+ j

-1

Up to this point in the development, the nonlinear constitutive behavior of the element
material has been left completely arbitrary. If the material is linear elastic, the constitutive
matrix defining the rate of change of stress resultants with respect to strains (EQ. 274)
reduces to a very simple form for the case in which the reference axes correspond to the
beam centroidal axes. For this case, the constitutive matrix reduces to
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7.4.1 Finite fiber beam cross section

iAOOO

o Elyyo 0

Io 0 Ezzz o
OOOG.

(I3Q 286)

To accommodate general nonlinear material behavior in the beam element, the beam cross
section will be subdivided into a number of finite fibersl as indicated in Figure 29, and the
stress-strain relationship for the materials of the beam will be defined separately for each
finite fiber.

Henceforth in this development, the reference axes (i.e. they and z axes in Figure 29) will
be assumed to correspond to the centroidal axes of the beam cross section.

The force resultants of the beam can now be defined based on the finite fibers,

NFIBR

i=]

NFIBR

A4y=– z ~xiyiAi

(I3Q 287)

(I3Q288)

i=l

NFIBR

Mz=– z ~xiziAi (IZQ289)

i=l

Tx = G~ (I3Q290)

The constitutive matrix of the beam cart be determined by differentiation of the relation-
ships given in EQ. 287 through EQ. 290. The constitutive relationship for the axial force
resultant is given by,

(IZQ291)

1. The term “finite” as used hem refers to the finite dimensions of each defined fiber section, thus distin-
guishing from the typical connotation of an infinitesimal dimension fiber.
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FIGURE29.Subdivision of beam cross section inta Rnite fibers. (a) Wide tlsnge beam cross
sectiom, (b) finite fibers for the cress section; (c) material constitutive behavior at a finite fiber
cross section.

a~x
‘om‘Q”198’~ =

similar]y,

from EQ. 198,~ .
aKy

1, and EQ. 291 becomes

-y and

(EQ 292)

(EQ 293)

(EQ 294)
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and

*
from EQ. 198, ~ = –z t.hus

Y

aFx
NFIBRd=

~=-
&ziAi

i~, dc xi

and

aFx

X“”
Similarly,

aiuy

~=

aMy
$=

aMy
q=,

aMy

m ‘0
EQ. 298 through EQ. 301 can be rewritten

aMy

q=

NFIBR~G ~

x
—xy. Ai

i=l dEx ‘

NFIBRd=

_xYiziAi
i;, d~ x

aMy

m ‘0

(EQ 296)

(I3Q298)

(IZQ301)

(I3Q302)

(I3Q303)

(I3Q 304)

(IZQ305)

(EQ 306)
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7.4.2 Elasto-plasticconstitutivemodel

(EQ 307)

(EQ 308)

(I3Q309)

(I3Q310)

(EQ311)

(IZQ 312)

(EQ 313)

The basic material which will be represented here is a classical elasto-plastic model with
kinematic hardening. For this model, the rate of change of stress with respect to strain is
linear with the slope determined by whether or not the finite fiber is in a yield condition.
For the elasto-plastic material, the rate of change of stress with respect to strain is given
simply by,

daX
~’ = EO
deXi

when 6X, c CYY,and1

when 6X26Y. The relationships in EQ. 314 and EQ. 315 can simply be written

where E(&i) = IS. when (JXic 6Y and E(&i) = EY when 6X,2 ~Y.

(EQ 314)

(I3Q315)

(IZQ316)
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7.4.3 Implementation of tie finite fiber elastoplastic element

The Newton-Raphson based incremental, iterative global solution algorithm requires the
element contributions to the global residual vector and instantaneous stiffness matrix (see
EQ. 6 and EQ. 8). Based on the developments in the previous seetions, the components
necessary for development of the beam element residual and instantaneous stiffness
matrix are now available. The element end forces in the element updated corotational
coordinate system are given by EQ. 284,

1

{4} = JWl%w%
-1

where, from EQ. 263,

[B] =

IV,’.J-l o 0 0 0 0 N;J-l O 0 0 0 0

0 J41’’(J-1)2 O 0 0 A4;’(J-1)2 O A4;(J-1)2 O 0 0 IW;(J-1)2

o 0 ~l,l(J-1)2 O L;(J-1)2 O 0 0 L;(J-1)2 o L~’(J-1)2 o

0 0 0 N1’J-1 O 0 0 0 0 N; J-l O 0

The element contribution, for element i, to the global resisting force vector is then found
from the simple coordinate transformation

1

{Q}i= [~l~j [Bl~{F3J~ (I?Q 317)

-1

where [T]* is the transformation matrix between the current corrotational coordinate sys-
tem for the element and the global coordinate system (see EQ. 35).

The element instantaneous stiffness matrix is provided by EQ. 285,

where,
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[BG({d})] =

[ 1
0 (Slivl’.d)(s2N#) 0000 (spy-j (s2NJr1)000
00 0 0000 0 0 000
00 0 0000 0 0 000
00 0 0000 0 0 000

and from EQ. 274 and EQ. 292 through EQ. 313 the symmetric constitutive matrix is
given by,

a
[7z=

.

(I3Q 318)

(’?)’’)”](K?%’)’’A’)[K!%’’)Z’A’l0

(
NFIBR NFIBR

)(

NFIBR

)[ )
- ~ E(Ei)~iAi ~ ~(~i)~~’i ~ ~(ei)yizi’i o

is] ‘=1 ‘xl

[

NFIBR

‘:: “ 1 C!E(’’)Z’A’I 0)[
- ~ E(,i)ziAi~ E(ci)ylzi’l
‘=1

10 0 0 G.

The element contribution to the global instantaneous stiffness matrix is found from the
simple coordinate transformation between element corotational and global coordinates,

The integrations indicated in EQ. 319 are performed using a quadrature numerical integra-
tion. The well known Gaussian quadrature provides the most economical quadrature rule
and for an n-point Gaussian integration rule, a polynomial of degree 2n- 1 is exactly inte-
grated. However, for the nonlinear beam element developed here an alternative quadrature
approach is employed. The alternative approach is based on Lobatto quadrature formulas
@ef 8]. The distinction of the Lobatto quadrature is that the quadrature points include the
extreme ends of the integration interval. This allows capture of the initiation of inelastic
action which occurs at the ends of the beam elements, something which Gaussian quadra-
ture will generally miss because the Gauss points are interior to the element. For Lobatto
integration, an n-point rule will exactly integrate a polynomial of order 2n-3. For the ele-
ment integrations indicated in EQ. 319 and EQ. 317, the highest order terms are quadratic
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8.0 Nonlinear cable element

The nonlinear cable element is equivalent to the simple truss element with the exception
that the element is allowed to provide tensile force only. If the member is found to enter
the compression regime in the analysis, the element is essentially removed from the model
and the element instantaneous stiffness and residual are not include in any of the equilib-
rium iterations until the members regains a tensile condition.

For suspension bridge analysis, it appears based on the work of others that the main sus-
pender cables will remain in tension, but that the vertical suspenders may go slack during
strong earthquake shaking. In the SUSPNDRS models, the vertical suspenders will be rep-
resented by a single cable element, and thus simply temporarily removing a slackened ele-
ment will not leave intermediate degrees of freedom for which there is no stiffness
contribution in the global model as indicated in Figure 31.

Main suspension cable remains in tension

,“’/,,

I I

I
I
I Temporary
I removal
I of a vertical
I cable which
1 goes slack

FIGURE 31. Removal of a vertical cable which slackens

To render the global system stiffness matrix positive definite in the first load step, the cable
system must be initialized with the geometric stiffness matrices of the cable elements acti-
vated. This is accomplished by including a cable element force approximation in the SUS-
PNDRS program input file. After the first equilibrium iteration of the first load step, the
program automatically computes the element forces and includes the geometric stiffness
for the cable elements.
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9.0 Deck system model

Inlattice bridges which have a diagonal bracing system in the transverse direction (i.e. in
planes normal to the roadway) the bridge deck support structure is essentially a space
truss. In this type of structure, the axial forces in the individual elements are the primary,
first order contributors to member stresses and any contribution from bending of the indi-
vidual elements is of secondary significance. For this type of structure, a finite element
discretization of the deck support system can be adequately and accurately represented
using truss (2-force) elements (Figure 32). The truss system requires three degrees of free-
dom (x, y, and z displacements) at each joint of the structural model.

/
,End view

------- ------- ------- --- t

,
,
,
,
, ,

,
, ,

--------- -------- -------- ---

Transverse
resisted by

deformation
truss action

FfGURE 32. Truss model for a space truss deck system (stringer% and other secondary
members neglected for clarity)

In lattice structures without transverse bracing, transverse loads must be resisted by frame
action of the deck support structure, and thus bending becomes of primary importance
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(Figure 33). In this case, simple truss elements are clearly not adequate to model the entire

t

FIGURE33.Beammodelfor a decksystemwithouttransversebracing (stringersand other
secondarymembers neglected for clarity)

deck system. One option is to represent each member of the lattice system with a flexural
beam finite element. This would require six degrees of freedom per joint, as indicated in
Figure 33. A beam element discretization would result in a very large number of global
degrees of freedom for a typical long-span structure with a corresponding tremendous
computational effort. The San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge is a classic example of a
long-span bridge structure which does not have a transverse bracing system (see
Figure 34). The upper and lower decks of this bridge precluded the use of a transverse
bracing system and lateral loads must be resisted by frame action.
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9.1 The sway stiffness element

In the current study, an approximate methodologyis developed which maintains the rela-
tively economical 3 degree of freedom per node truss discrctization, while accounting for
the primary flexural effects with a “sway stiffness” element. Consider a truss dkcretization
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of the bridge deck support structure and the four nodes at the edges of a truss segment as
shown in Figure 35. The truss elements alone do not constitute a stable structural system
since there is no resistance to transverse deformation. To approximately account for the
sway stiffness resulting from frame bending, a four node sway stifiess element is
included in the finite element model as indicated in Figure 35. The sway stiffness element
provides nodal forces to the truss system model which area function of the in-plane sway
or shear deformation of the frame cross section. The element does not generate nodal
forces as a result of in-plane extensions or contractions, these deformations are resisted by
the existing truss elements.

Truss
Deck floor beams

7
Y’ elements

L / K

- 1: /.;

‘/

D
w

a
I J= ~’

Deck support structurecross section
/

Sway stilfnesselement

FIGURE 35. Sway stiffness elemen~ nodal fomes and nodal displacement

The element sway deformation components in the element coordinate system are given by

‘1=(P+M’8~d2))’w
‘2=((’5’7)-(’2’T’D

(IZQ320)

(EQ 321)
.

Where the average of the two nodal displacements is used since these displacement quan-
tities are not identical (the truss elements will have axial deformation).

These expressions can be written in matrix form
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Thus the element sway deformation is given by,

Y. = 71+72

1

1
——

2W

1

2D

Combining EQ. 322 and EQ. 323, the sway deformation is given by

[

11 11111y.. __!__ —___—
1

—— ——
2D 2W 2D 2W 2D 2W 2D 2W

(IZQ322)

(J3Q323)

(I3Q 324)

(I3Q 325)

Initially,the force-displacement behavior of the frame system will be taken as linear elas-
tic. The equivalent nodal forces associated with a sway deformation of the frame can be
determined from an analysis of a detailed flexural model of the frame as indicated in
Figure 36. From the detailed analysis, the nodal forces are related to the shear deforma-
tion, i.e.
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FIGURE36.Determinatin ofequivalentnodal forcesas a functionofswaydeformation

The equivalent nodal forces of the sway element can be wri~n in te~s of FH ~d ~v,
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Combining EQ. 326 and EQ. 327,
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(I3Q328)

Combining EQ. 325 and EQ. 328 yields the equivalent nodal forces in terms of nodal dis-
placements,

91
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93

94 =

95

qh

97

qg

kv k, k, k, k, k, k, k.
-~–~w–~~w ~ G ~–%

k~ kh kh k~ kh kh kh kh
——— —— —— —— ———

2D 2W 2D 2W 2D 2W 2D 214

(I?Q 329)

From equilibrium considerations (Figure 36), the horizontal and vertical nodal forces

and therefore,

resulting from sway deformation can be related,

Fv=F~”: (I3Q330)

kv=kh”$ (EQ 331)

Utilizing EQ. 331, EQ. 329 can be written
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Finally, letting the ratio of the depth to the width of tbe frame be denoted by

EQ. 332 Cm

EQ. 334CiiIl

be written

41
9*

43

94 ‘h

45
‘m

!?6

97

~g8

be written,

lql-’q-l-Tl-lq -

n n2 n -qz -q -q2 -n qz
lql-q-l-q-lq

-q -q* -n q2 q q2 q -qz
-1-q -lqlq l-q

-q -qz -q qz q q* q -qz
-1–q–lqlql–q

,q n2 q -q* -q -qz -q q2,

{q} = [k~l{d}

(I3Q332)

(EQ 333)

(I3Q334)

(EQ 335)

EQ. 335 provides the sway element nodal forces in terms of the nodal displacements in the
local element coordinate system.
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9.1.1 Sway element updated coordinatesystem

The sway element must properly account for large displacements in the bridge system. To
aecomodate large displacements, an updated local coordinate system is defined which
tracks with the sway element as the element deforms in space as indicated in Figure 37. As
the deck truss displaces, the four corner nodes will not all explicity lie in the same plane
since there will be some warping of the deck truss cross seetion. However, the approxima-
tion is made that the sway element remains planar and the updated plane of the sway ele-
ment is defined by the two vectors directed from Node I to Node J and from Node I to

Node L in the deformed configuration (Figure 37). The vector ~s is obtained from the
cross product,

w“d’
q29d2~

?

/)
1

w +

Global
coordinates

z

/

~,

?3

z’

FIGURE 37. Updatedcoordinate system for the sway element

?3 =?1CN2 (IZQ336)

The unit veetors defining the updated coordinate system are obtained by unitizing the ~1
A

and V3 vectors i.e.,
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(EQ 337)

(IZQ338)

and by taking the cross product of the ?’ and k’ vectors, i.e.

1 =k’@? (IZQ339)

The element transformations between the local element updated coordinate system and the
global coordinates are given by,

1
ix
dY =

d,2

[
lxt 1Y7 “

1

dXt

d
Y’

and

[1

dx,
=

dy,

L
rnxlmyl

nXl nYt

dx

1[]

ix, mX8nXt
dy

ly$mlnYy’d
z

(I3Q 340)

(EQ 341)

EQ. 340 and EQ. 341 can be written,

{d’} = [T]{d} (I3Q 342)

{d} = [Zf{d’} (I3Q 343)

andthe sway element stiffness matrix in global coordinates is then given by,

[K$] = [z’]T[k.][T] (EQ344)

For a linear elastic material, the element forces can be determined from the element stiff-
ness matrix. In local coordinates, the sway element nodal forces are given by

{q} = [k~l{d} (EQ345)

and the element contribution to the global residual vector becomes

{Q} = [TIT[k~l{d} (EQ346)

It is noted that for the updated coordinate system which has been defined, the only non-

zero terms for the element force state determination will be d3, d5, d6, d7 ~d dg. TO the

first order, the element deformation can be obtained from EQ. 323,

!7
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d~ + d~
72 = ~~ (CEQ347)

The displacements in the updated system can be obtained by determining the components
A A

of the V2 and V4 vectors in the direction of the x’ axis, i.e.

d~ = ?4.2 (I3Q 348)

d7 = ?20? (EQ 349)

9.2 The deck membrane element

Bridge roadway deck slab systems will generally exhibit significantly different cross sec-
tional properties in the longitudinal and transverse direction and consequently the in-plane
behavior of the deck system can be idealized as qn orthotropic structural system. The road-
way deck slab can be approximately represented in a structural model with simple aniso-
tropic membrane stiffness elements. These elements are essentially plane stress elements
in which the bending stiffness of the deck slab is neglected. The membrane element in an
updated local coordinate system is shown in Figure 38.

Assuming linear elastic material behavior, the element generalized orthotropic stress-
strain relationships are given by Hooke’s law (a procedure for determination of the elastic
constants will be discussed below),

&xl = Clloxl– C120YF (EQ 350)

EYI = C21 ay, – C22CYX, (J3Q351)

Yxy’ = C33TXY, (IZQ352)

or

Inversion of EQ. 353 yields,

[1

ax!

ay! =

‘cXy’

or

{cr} = [E]{&}

,.

&x,

‘Y’

Yw:

(EQ 353)

(I3Q354)

(I3Q355)
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‘2’d2*.d3‘x’’”
\

FIGURE 3S. Membrane element in the element updated coordinate system

The element instantaneous stiffness matrix and residual vector can be obtained by invok-
ing the principal of virtual work. For any virtual displacemen~ the external work must
equal the internal work, thus

(I3Q 356)

or

jj{@T{8s}tdxdy = {q}T{8d} (I2Q357)

Substituting EQ. 355 into EQ. 357 yields,

jj{E}Tw]{&}tdx’dy’= {q}T{M} (I3Q358)

Since the evaluation of these integrals is generally not tractable in x-y coordinates, the
transformation to element natural coordinates is made (see Figure 38). EQ. 358 then
beeomes,
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~ f{&}TIEl{&}tDefJd@q = {q} ’{?ld} (EQ 359)

-1-1

and Det J is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of the transformation between physi-

cal cartesian coordinates and the element natural coordinates. The Jacobian will be spec-
ified in detail below.

To complete the formulation of the element matrices, the strains must be related to ele-
ment nodal displacements. In the current development, a classical four node isoparametric
formulation will be employed in which the interpolation of the displacement fields and
geometry are given by the same approximations, thus

u = i %(40, (EQ 360)

iml

v = ~ ‘i(g, q)vi
i=l

X = ~ ‘i(C, q)xi
i=l

Y = ~ ‘i(g, ~)Yi (EQ 363)

i=l

(EQ 361)

(EQ 362)

In EQ. 360 and EQ. 361 the u~s and the v~s are the nodal displacements (for example

u~ =dl, u2 = dz, etc.) and the x~s and y~s represent the current global coordinate sys-

tem coordinates of the element nodes. The element shape functions are the classic isopara-
metric shape functions,

N1 = :(1-g) (l-q)

N2 = ~(l+g)(l -q)

N3 = +(l+g)(l+q)

N4 = +(1-g) (l+q)

The element strains are given by,

(I3Q364)

(I3Q365)

(J3Q366)

(EQ 367)

1. A nicephysical interpretationof the transformationis given by Irons and Ahmad on Page 62 of theirtext
... Techniques of Finite Elements, Ellis Horwood, 1984.
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or in matrix form,

or

(J3Q368)

(I3Q369)

(EQ 370)

(I3Q371)

{E} = [lI]{d} (I3Q 372)

where [B] is the strain-displacement matrix. Applying the chain rule of differentiation,
the partials in EQ. 371 are given by,

(EQ 373)

However, since the inverse relationships are not available to give ~ and q as a function of

x and y, the partial derivatives specified in EQ. 373 and EQ. 374 cannot be obtained

ilNi ilNi
directly. An alternateappoach, which backs into obtaining ~ and — , is to first differ-ay

entiate with respect to ~ and q,

dNi 8Af ax Wi ay
——— —

~ ‘ax ag+ay ag
(I3Q375)
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tUVi aiq ax aNi ay.— ——
q ‘ax aq+ay an

EQ. 375 and EQ. 376 can be written

or,

(EQ 376)

(I3Q377)

(EQ378)

Where [J] is the Jacobian matrix. The desired partials of the shape functions with respect
to x and y can then be obtained by inversion of EQ. 378, i.e.

[1 i!

dNi aNi

z = [J] -1 ~

aNi aNi

V ~

and the inverse of the Jacobian matrix is given by,

[1

[J]-l = ~ ’22 ‘J12
Det J –J21 Jll

In EQ. 380 Det J denotes the determinant of the matrix and is given by,

DetJ = JIIJ22-J21J12

(EQ 379)

(EQ 380)

(I3Q381)

Utilizing EQ. 379 and EQ. 371 the element strain-displacement matrix is now readily
computed.

Substituting the strain-displacement relationship of EQ. 372 into the principal of virtual
displacements given by EQ. 359 yields,
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J J{d}T[B]T[E][B]{ad}?~e~~+~= {q}T{ad} (I3Q 382)

-1-1

or

D.4 11

J J{d}T[B]T[E][B]~De~~dEm{ad}= {q}T{M}
-1-1

(EQ 383)

thus,

11

{9} = [J]
1

[B]~[E][J3]tDetJ~@ {d}

1–1

(EQ 384)

and the element instantaneous stiffness matrix in element coordinates is given by

[kll = i i [Bl~[El[BltDet.l~@ (EQ385)

-1-1

EQ. 384 and EQ. 385 provide the membrane element contributions to the global residual
and instantaneous stiffness matrix. In the SUSPNDRS finite element program, the double
integrations indicated in EQ. 385 are replace by Gaussian numerical integration. For the
membrane element, standard four point Gauss integration was employed.

9Q.1 Determinationof the elastic constantsfor a bridgedeck system

The deck membrane element requires the elastic constants which characterize the stress-
strain behavior of the deck system (see EQ.353 and EQ. 354). These constants can be
estimated numerically by considering the in-plane force-displacement behavior of a typi-
cal segment of the deck of the bridge under consideration. For determination of these con-
stants for the Oakland-San Francisco Bay Bridge for example, computational models of
segments of the upper and lower deck systems were constructed as shown in Figure 40.

For a deck system like the Bay Bridge’s, the determination of the effective longitudinal
stiffness is most critical because the deck is relatively weakly coupled to the stiffening
trusses and the membrane stiffness of the deck slab does not contribute fully to the longi-
tudinal stiffness of the deck system. The deck slab does not extend fully to the stiffening
truss chords, the edge of the deck slab is approximately 5 feet inboard of the truss chords
and longitudinal shear can only be transferred between the deck slab and the stiffening
chord via the weak bending axis of the deck girders (see photo in Figure 39). In addition,
the deck slab contains expansion joints approximately every four bays and thus the deck
cannot transfer tensile membrane forces across the expansion joint. The expansion joints
are incorporated in the deck models as indicated in Figure 40. The relatively weak cou-
pling between the deck slab and the stiffening trusses is evident in the displaced shape
plots of Figure 40.
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em deck slab and

Based on the computed force-displacement behavior of the deck slab, the effective elastic
constants of the deck system csmbe determined by analogy with an elastic membrane.

Deck model Ooo.

~m,,\ectio.d
FIGDRE 41. Dwk segment and asselastic continuum membrane area = Eefectie

For the deck segment in Figure 41, the force-displacement behavior of the deck is given
by,

E
PI =

[

effecIiveAd..k.lab + 2( EAchords Al

L 7
(EQ 386)

Where Ecti~ctivcrepresents the effective elastic modulus of the deck slab system.
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FIGURE 40. Models of upper and lower deck segments of the Oakland-San Franciaco Bay Bridge

The chord stiffness will be represented in the deck model with truss elements, thus the
membrane element must correctly account for the effective axial stiffness of the deck slab/
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stringer/deck girder system. The finite element model of the deck segment is loaded to get
the relationship between PI and Al. Then from EQ. 386,

PIL
_ – 2( EAchor~s)
Al

EefjectiVe = Adeckslab (EQ 387)

EQ. 387 provides the effective elastic modulus for the continuum representation of the
deck system when the continuum is assigned an area equal to the cross sectional area of
the actual deck slab.

9.2.2 Membrane element updated coordinate system

As in the case of the sway stiffness element, the membrane element must account for large
displacements of the bridge superstructure. Similarly to the sway element, an updated ele-
ment coordinate system is employed which tracks with the membrane element as shown in
Figure 42. The updated coordinate system for the membrane element is identical to the

/

i’
?3

y’, v

~~

q6@6

q8~d8
NodeK %,d5

NdeLq7@’7

q23d2 q4$d4
NodeI NodeJ + X’,u

qlsdl q3$d3

/’

FIGURE 42. Updatedcoordinatesystem for the membrane element

system derived for the sway stiffness element and the element transformation matrices are
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identical to those for the sway stiffness element. For simplicity sake, it is assumed that the
membrane element is initially of rectangular geometry in the undeformed configuration
and thus the element deformations are readily obtained from the element nodal locations
in the updated coordinate system. For the element coordinate system indicated in
Figure 42, dl=d2=d3=d4=0.
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10.0 Contact/impact element

Structuraldetailswhichleadto loadpathdiscontinuitiesin structural systems often intro-
duce the possibility of contact and impact between adjacent, dkjoint structural elements
when a structure is subjected to seismic excitation. For example, structural details
employed to accommodatethermal expansion often result in gaps and load path dkcontinui-
ties where impact is a possibility. For the Oakland-San Francisco Bay Bridge, the deck
systems have slip joints to accommodatelongitudinal expansion and contraction at the ends
of the decks. Figure 43 for example shows the connectivity detail for the deck system at
the central anchorage. Under seismic excitation, the suspended deck system can translate
longitudinally with the potential for significant impact against the center anchorage cais-
son. Other locations of potential impact include the points where the deck system connects

I

/
I

Wall of center
anchorage
caisson

~GURE 43. Comectivity between deck system and center anchorage shows the potential for
~Pact WIWSSthe expansion gap slip joint

to the towers as indicated in Figure 44. The deck systems can potentially impact the tow-
ers when the decks swing longitudinally.

Longitudinal swaying of the entire 2310 foot deck systems can generate an enormous
amount of energy with the potential for serious damage in deck system elements if the
amplitude of motions arc sufficient to cause impact at the end of the deck systems. In addi-
tion, impact can drastically effect the globaJ dynamic response of the bridge system. For
both these reasons, it is necessary to incorporate features for representation of dynamic
impact in the computational bridge model.
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r

10.1 The contactliipact element

A simple penalty function based approach is used in the SUSPNDRS progmm to represent
potential impact between adjacent structural systems. The methodology is based on con-
sideration of the proximity of two nodes of the computational model as indicated in
Figure 45. The distance ~ represents the initial standoff distance between the two nodes

of the model, i$ represents the separation dktance at which the interface stiffness element
is introduced into the tangent stiffness matrix of the structural system (as explained below)
and the distance i3Crepresents the separation of the two nodes when actual physical impact

occurs and thus the interface stiffness and residual vector contributions are invoked. In the
SUSPNDRS bridge model representation, the structure is iderdized based on wire frame
geometry, thus due to the true physical dimension of the structure, for example the 112
width of the tower legs, the model nodes will never actually physically touch and the
impact must be based on the proximity of the adjscent nodes.
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FIGURE 45. Distance detlnitiona for contact and impact

For the special case of the Bay Bridge, it is also sufficient to consider a simple node-to-
node contact rather than a surface-to-surface contact because the true physical contact is
isolated to a very small region as indicated in Figure 43. This greatly simplifies the consid-
eration of contact and obviates the need to have fully three dimensional contact surfaces
with the associated element-by-element and node-by-node contact searches.

The method for developing contact forces and interface stiffnesses consists of insertion of
an interface spring between nodes I and J when the element displacements are such that
the inita.1 stand-off distance is reduced enough to close the physical gap between the struc-
tural components. The actual physical gap will have reduced to zero when the separation
distance between the two nodes decreases from the initial value of b to the value of%.
When the separation distance is reduce to k, an interface spring is introduced which oper-
ates in the direction defined by a vector extending from Node I to Node J as shown in
Figure 46.

Ha’
z

FIGURE 46. Contact element in the element coordinate system
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To assist in the derivation of the contributions of the contact element to the global stiffness
and residual, two gap distances will be defined,

and

Lettingthe springstiff

given by,

or

Sgapl = 60-61 @Q 388]

bgapz = 60-8C (EQ389)

less of the interfacespringbe denoted by ki~,theContwtforces m

:1
1 8gapz
1

(I3Q390)

[c] = [k]{d} -ki~{agap~} (I3Q 391)

The element instantaneous stiffness matrix is given by the rate of change of contact forces
with respect to element nodal dispalcements,

[kCl=.

acl acl

1

.—
adl ad2

acz acz

(EQ 392)

l~=d
From EQ. 392 and EQ.391 the contact element instantaneous stiffness in local coordi-
nates is given by

(EQ 393)

and by comparing EQ. 393 and EQ. 391, the contact element forces can be written

[c] = [kC]{d} -ki,{~gapz} (I3Q394)

The transformation between contact element local coordinates and global coordinates is
obtained from the current orientation of the contact element, as defined by the unit vector
extending from Node I to Node J (see Figure 46). The transformation matrix is given by

‘1[1
dX lx,

dY = mX dx

d.2 nXq

(I3Q395)

da
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and

‘x’=[’X*‘x‘d 1ixdY (EQ 396)

H(iZ

EQ. 396 and EQ. 395 can be written at both ends of the element to give,

{d’} = [T]{d} (EQ 397)

{d} = [T]~{d’} (EQ 398)

The contactelement 6x6 instantaneous stiffness in global coordinates is then given by,

[Kc] = [z’]T[kc][T] (EQ399)

and the contact element contribution to the global residual vector is given by,

{c} = [T]T{C} (EQm)

Based on previous contact work by McCallen and Romstad ~ef 2] it has been found that
the stability of the global solution algorithm can be significantly enhanced if the contact
stiffness is partially invoked prior to full physical contact. This is achieved by introducing
the contact instantaneous stiffness matrix into the global instantaneous stiffness matrix
prior to the development of full physical contact, without including the contact residual
(i.e. right hand side) contribution. In this manner the correct solution will always be
achieved since the residual vector is accurate, but numerical difficulties associated with
sudden dramatic stiffness changes can be mitigated. The numerical implementation of this
feature is based on the ddiniton of a contact “closure” distance within which the contact
stiffness matrix will be invoked with the interface stiffness linearly dependent on the dis-
tance from full contact. The point at which the interface stiffness will be invoked is
denoted by ~ in Figure 45, and the interface stiffness which will be employed varies lin-

early fi-omzero at ~ to the full ki~when the nodal separation distance reaches bc,
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11.0 Bridge model initialization - the appropriate gravity configuration

Suspension and cable-stayed bridge systems rely on the large tensile forces which are
developed in the cables of the structure to provide stability for both gravity and lateral live
loads. The tensile forces developed in the cable systems depend on the manner in which
the bridge was constructed, and the final dead load geometric configuration of the bridge
system. When constructing a linear, small displacement model of a tension bridge system,
the effect of cable system forces can be approximated by constructing a computational
model based on the as-built geometry of the bridge system (i.e. the bridge geometry
defined in the bridge plans) and invoking geometric stiffnesses for the cable elements
using analytically determined approximations of the cable system forces. The significant
simplification in this approach is the fact that the cable forces are input directly and do not
depend on the structural system deformations. This approach is expedient, however it does
not accurately represent the precise geometric configuration of the bridge system when
large displacements occur, nor does it capture the change in cable system forces resulting
from structural displacements. These geometric effects can become very important when
considering the response of these structures to large earthquakes, where displacements can
be significant, and these effects can only be accurately captured with a finite displacement,
geometrically nonlinear model.

When a filly nonlinear, finite displacement model is employed in the modeling of suspen-
sion and cable stayed bridge systems, the model construction process is significantly more
complicated. The bridge system dead load configuration cannot be defined immediately
because the cable system forces explicitly depend on the displaced shape of the structural
system. With a finite displacement model, it is necessary to define an initial bridge geome-
try, ‘hum on” gravity, and allow the bridge system model to achieve the appropriate equi-
librium configuration through solution of the static equilibrium equations. It is noted that
the bridge geometry defined in the as-built plans is the final target geometry for the dead
load configuration, but it cannot be used as the initial model geometry in the finite defor-
mation model. If it were used as the initial geometry, the bridge model would distort and
deform to an erroneous geometry when gravity loads were invoked. The fundamental
problem of model construction for a finite displacement model is the definition of an ini-
tial model geometry which will allow the model to achieve the appropriate dead load con-
figuration when gravity forces are applied to the model.

11.1 Definition of initial geometry

In tension structures, the stresses in the individual structural elements can be highly
dependent on the manner in which the structure was actually constructed. For example, in
suspension bridges the design and construction procedures are typically predicated on the
desire to have most of the deck stiffening truss members essentially stress free under grav-
ity dead load with the stiffening truss thus reserved for distributing the live load (i.e. vehic-
ular loads) to the cable system. Ideally, the diagonals and the chords of the stiffening truss
would be stress-free under gravity load, with the vertical posts of the truss only being
stressed under gravity dead load.
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In the particular case of the Oakland-San Francisco Bay Bridge for example, the construc-
tion procedure consisted first of construction of the anchorage and towers (see Figure 47)
then the main suspension cables were spun. The deck system stiffening truss was then
lifted segmentally into place and the individual truss segments were “tacked” together at
the top chord joints by insertion of a few alignment bolts. In the initial stages of truss lift-
ing, the bottom chords of adjacent truss segments were separated by as much as one foot
due to the sag of the suspension cable system. The truss segments continued to be lifted
out towards the towers until the complete deck stiffening truss had been lifted. When the
deck truss had been completely lifted in place and attached to the vertical cables, the truss
joints had yet to be rigidly riveted and thus the deck truss was simply hanging under self
weight from the vertical suspenders. At this point only the vertical posts were subjected to
significant stress. As the steel stringers for the deck system were attached to the stiffening
truss skeleton, the added weight of the deck steel pressed the chords of the stiffening truss
together and the joints were rigidly connected with rivets as the deck steel was emplaced.
Once the deck truss joints had been riveted, the ends of the deck truss were connected to
the pins in the rockers arms at the towers (with “nominal” jacking forces). At this point the
deck stiffening truss became a fully active structural system. Finally, the concrete deck
was poured on the roadways. Thus the stiffening truss and cable system only acted as a
composite structural system for the dead load of the deck concretel.

The deck system stiffening truss experienced significant displacements during the con-
struction process. When the deck system was started at the suspended midspans, the con-
struction documentation notes that the main deck system dropped as much as ten to fifteen
feet below the final deadload elevation and when the deck stiffening truss was progressing
out near the towers (prior to placement of the deck steel and concrete deck) the deck sys-
tem rose on the order of ten to fifteen feet above the final dead load elevation.

In order to emulate the bridge construction process, a model construction procedure has
been developed which relies on the SUSPNDRS program to perform equilibrium itera-
tions to determine the appropriate dead load geometry and tensile forces in the bridge sys-
tem. The procedure, which is summarized in Figure 48, consists of three main steps. In the
first preprocessing step, the unstretched length of the main suspension cables is calculated.
The unstretched length of the main suspension cables can be accurately estimated from the
original bridge construction survey notes which describe the cable geometry after spinning
of the cables. For the initial length computation, the cable geometry can be adequately ide-
alized as a parabola for typical suspension bridges. Irvine ~ef 9] states that the true cate-
nary shape of a suspended cable can be accurately idealized as a parabola for sag to span
ratios of 1 to 8 or less. The Oakland-San Francisco Bay Bridge, for example, has a sag to
span ratio of approximately 1 to 9. For the initial cable length computation, the stretch of
the main cable can be neglected with small error since the cable exhibits little stretching
(in comparison to its total length) until the fill deck load is applied.

In step 2, a computational model consisting of the main suspension cable and supporting
towers is analyzed in order to estimate the final dead load geometry of the bridge. For the

1. It appears that other investigators have neglected this fact and assumed the diagonals and chords to be
stress hee under deal load.
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Construction of caissons and towers

Spinningof cables and attachment of vertical suspendem

Liftingof deck stiffening truss segments (joints ‘ticked”)

Completion of deck systcm - joints firmly riveted and concrete deck poured

FIGURE47.Constructionsequenceof the Oakland-SanFranciscoBayBridge.
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FIGURE 48. Determinationof the dead load conjuration of a suspension bridge system
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ized with an estimation of the final cable forces in order to render the initial global stiff-
ness positive definite.

Once the appropriate initial length, linear cable segments are defined, gravity can be
turned on with full bridge dead load, and the geometry of the main suspension cables can
be obtained as indicated in Figure 48. Once the dead-load geometry of the cables is deter-
mined, the required length of vertical suspenders can be calculated. The length of each
vertical suspender cable can be calculated based on the deformed location of the main sus-
pender cable and the required elevation of the bridge deck. The required final suspender
length to achieve the specified deck geometry, denoted ~in, in combination with the load

carried in the vertical suspender Pv can be used to determine the initial, unstretched verti-

cal cable length,

P,
Lo

()
=Lf/l+—

EAC
(I3Q 401)

Where Lois the desired initial length of the cable, E is the effective modulus and AC is the

effective aggregate area of one group of vertical suspenders. In utilizing EQ. 401, it is
assumed that each suspender carries the same vertical load, which is determined by tribu-
tary area dead load of the deck and stiffening truss. This assumption is valid because of the
construction sequence in which the truss joints are not rigidly coupled until much of the
dead load is applied to the suspension system, and thus the stiffening truss does not appre-
ciably effect the distribution of forces in the vertical suspension cables.

With the initial, undeformed length of the main suspension cables and vertical suspenders
determined, a dead load analysis of the entire bridge can be computed. Step three of the
model generation sequence consists of the bridge dead load analysis (Figure 48). The ini-
tial geometry for the dead load analysis prescribes the simple linear geometry for the main
suspension cables and each vertical suspender is provided with the appropriate unde-
formed length as calculated from EQ, 401. For the deck stiffening truss, the vertical post
truss elements are inserted with a geometric stiffness to ensure positive definiteness of the
global stiffness. “Vktua.1” truss elements are defined for the deck truss chords and diago-
nals for the dead load analysis. The virtual elements allow definition of the element con-
nectivities for these elements, but the element stiffnesses and element forces are not
included in the global matrices. This allows the deck truss system to deform without intro-
ducing stresses in the diagonals and chords of the truss. The virtual elements are effec-
tively “along for the ride” in the dead load analysis and contribute nothing to the global
stiffness. This insures that only the vertical posts of the truss will be stressed under dead
load, and that the vertical suspenders and posts will be perfectly vertical after the applica-
tion of dead load.

For the dead load analysis, the main suspender cables are master-slaved to the tops of the
towers only in the vertical direction. This ensures that the cables can slip horizontally rela-
tive to the tower tops and thus the towers will be perfectly vertical, without any horizontal
shear forces, at the completion of the dead load process.

The indicated procedure for the bridge dead load initialization guarantees that;
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. The bridge deck will have the appropriate geometry at the end of the dead load applica-
tion

. The bridge towers will be vertical and straight at the end of the dead load application
and will be subjected only to concentric axial load

. The deck stiffening truss system will have stresses in the vertical posts and the diago-
nals and the chords will be stress free

. The cable system will have the appropriate tensile forces

The finalstepinthe dead load initializationconsistsof coupling thecablesto the towers in

the horizontaldirectionthrough introductionof a penalty stifl%ess,and turningthe virtual

trusselements to realelements by introductionof their stiffnesses. To ensure that the vir-
tual elements remain stress free, the SUSPNDRS program computes a precise initial
length of the chords and diagonals in the dead load configuration to ensure that the ele-
ments will not be stressed in the dead load geometric configuration.
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12.0 Example problems

The computational framework and element technologies developed in the previous sec-
tions have been implemented in the SUSPNDRS special purpose finite element program at
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. In this section, example problems are pre-
sented which illustrate the capabilities of the SUSPNDRS program and which provide val-
idation of the SUSPNDRS capabilities by comparison with independent nonlinear analysis
results and experimental data.

12.1 Nonlinear analysis of an elasto-plastic truss structure undergoing
large displacements.

The first example problem considers the nonlinear response of a cantilever truss structure
subjected to a tip load (Figure 49). This test problem has been examined previously by
McCallen and Romstad ~ef 10], and has proven to be an excellent problem for evaluation
of the global solution algorithm in a finite element model. Difficulties created by this prob-
lem include the fact that the forces in yielded truss members change sign as the loading
progresses and the problem changes from a softening behavior, dominated by progressive
yielding of the individual truss elements, to a stiffening behavior, dominated by the overall
geometric change of the structure and shortening of the moment arm of the applied load.

The cantilever truss was subjected to extreme loads with the NIKE3D general purpose
nonlinear finite element program and with the SUSPNDRS finite element program. The
force-deflection behavior computed with the respective programs are shown in Figure 49
and displaced shapes at selected load steps are shown in Figure 50. Figure 49 also shows
the computed results from a third independent program CONTINUA, which analyzes the
truss structure as an equivalent continuum structure (see McCallen and Romstad Ref 10).
The figures illustrate the good comparison between the three programs. It is noted that the
NIKE3D model is somewhat more flexible than the SUSPNDRS and CONTINUA mod-
els. This is most likely due to the fact that the NIKE3D truss element accounts for finite
deformation as well as finite displacements and therefore represents the reduction in the
cross sectional area of the individual truss elements under this extreme loading.
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TABLE 1. Displacements of nonlinear truss

Computer Program
Load

SUSPNDRS NIKE3D CONTI.NUA

20000lb 62.4 in 64.3 in 64.5 in

106.0 111.3 109.6

129.1 135.3 132.3

80000 142.7 149.2 145.3

137.3 144.8 140.1

120.6 128.4 123.5

20000 87.8 93.5 90.0

0 19.1 22.3 19.4

FIGURE 49. Force - displacement behavior of a planar truss with geometric and
material nonlinearitiea
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FIGURE50.Displacedshapeofplanar truss at selectedloadsteps,a) NIKE3Dsolution;b)
SUSPNDRSsolution(displacementscalefactor=l.0)
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12.2 Nonlinear analysis of an elastic frame undergoing large rotations

This problem considered a simple bent undergoing large displacements and large rota-
tions. The purpose of the analysis was to validate the beam element rotation update proce-
dure developed and implement in the SUSPNDRS program. The simple bent was
subjected to an out of plane load at one comer of the bent as shown in Figure51 and the
load was increased until extreme displacements and rotations occurred in the bent. Beam
element models of the bent were constructed for both the NIKE3D and the SUSPNDRS
programs. The force-displacement behavior computed with each model is shown in
Figure 51 and the displaced shape of the bent computed with the respective models is
shown in Figure 51.

The two models exhibit good agreement for the geometrically nonlinear frame analysis.
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TABLE 1. Emplacements of nonlinear beam
h 1

I i
Computer Program

I I
I I SUSPNDRS I NIKE3D 1
I I I

1 1 1 I

Load x Y z x Y z

50,000 lb -1.3 in -9.1 55.0 -2.0 -9.0 54.5
I 1 1 ,

I 100.OOO I -4.5 I -27.0 I 92.2 I -5.6 I -26.8 I 91.7 I

150,000 -7.27 -44.1 114.8 -8.4 -43.9 114.4

200,000 -9.14 -58.2 129.1 -10.3 -58.2 129.0

250.000 -10.3 -69.7 138.8 -11.3 -69.8 138.7

I 300.000 I -11.0 ! -79.1 I 145.8 I -12.0 I -79.3 I 145.7 I

F 350,~- I -11.4 I -87.0 I 151.1 I -12.3 I -87.3 I 151.1 I

FIGURE 51. Force-displacement behavior of an elastic beam undergoing large
displacements and large rotations
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123 Nonlinear analysis of an elasto-plastic beam of single curvature

The ability of the cubic fiber beam element to model elasto-plastic behavior was investi-
gated by analyzing a wide flange column subjected to a transverse tip load as shown in
Figure 52. SUSPNDRS fiber beam element models were compared to a very detailed,
three dimensional elasto-plastic shell element model of the wide flange column. The shell
element model was constructed for the NIKE3D finite element program.

A number of beam element discretizations were investigated in the SUSPNDRS model.
The force-displacement results for diiTerent beam element discretizations are shown in
Figure 53 to Figure 55. Figure 53 indicates that a single beam element discretization
results in a model which is measurably too stiff. With two beam elements the computed
nonlinear behavior is very close to that of the shell model. Higher order discretizations
continue to provide excellent correlation with the shell element model.
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FIGURE 52 Elasto-plastic analysis of a W 14x176 steel column. a) Displacement scale factor
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FIGURE 53. Comparisons of SUSPNDRS fiber beam element and the NIKE3D shell element
model for the plastic analysis of a W14X176 steel column. a) One beam element discretization;
b) two beam element discretization
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FIGURE 54. Comparisons of SUSPNDRS fiber beam element and the NIKE3D shell element
model for the plastic analysis of a W14X176 steel column. a) Three beam element
discmtization; b) five beam element discretization
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model for the plastic analysis of a W14X176 steel column. a) Ten beam element diseretlzation;
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12.4 Nonlinear analysis of an elasto-plastic beam with compound
curvature

The second beam element problem considered the plastic behavior of a W14X176 column
in which complete rotation and axial restraints are provided at the top of the column
(Figure 56). The NIKE3D shell element model response and the SUSPNDRS fiber beam
responses for four and five element discretizations are shown in Figure 57. As a result of
axial restraint, there is a degree of tensile membrane behavior occuring at large displace-
ments and this manifests itself as stiffening in the load-deflection curve as is evident in
Figure 57. The elasto-plastic behavior computed with the SUSPNDRS beam element is in
good agreement with the NIKE3D elasto-plastic shell model.

I I I I I I

Column fixed againstrotation at both ends
(compound curvature)

/

------- SUSPNDRS (4 elements)

— — SUSPNDRS (5 elements)

/
I

— NKE3D (2304 shells)

o 2 4 6 8 10 12

Displacement (in)

FIGURE 57. Comparisons of SUSPNDRS fiber beam element and the NIKE3D shell
element model for the plastic analysis of a W14X176 steel column
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12.5Nonlinear analysis of a cable segment

Appropriate modeling of the cable systems in suspension or cable stayed bridges requires
that the geometrically nonlinear response of the tensioned cable system be accurately rep-
resented. In tensioned cable systems, the global stiffness of the system is highly dependent
on the system displacements and therefore the deformed geometry of the system must be
accurately tracked. The equilibrium configuration of the cable system under static, gravity
loading must be obtained prior to performance of a transient dynamic analysis. In suspen-

sion bridges, the geometry of tie massive main suspension cables must be established in

the initial computation.

To assess the ability of the simple tension-only cable element to represent the geometry of
a cable subjected to gravity loading, an analysis was performed for a length of cable sub-
jected to gravity loading. Irvine et. al. ~ef 11] performed measurements of the deformed
sagging shape of a cable under dead load (Irvine and his coworkers actually added some
uniformly distributed weight to the cable to enhance the weight of the small cable since
the cable’s own deadweight was not enough to remove some of the inital kinks in the
cable). The initial guess for the cable geometry which was used in the finite element anal-
ysis was a crude hi-linear geometry as shown in Figure 58a. After a small number of equi-
librium iterations based on full Newton stiffness updates, the gravity deformed shape is
obtained very precisely as indicated in Figure 58b, where the experimentally measured
geometry and the computed geometry agree very well. Subsequent to obtaining the gravity
load shape, Irvine and his coworkers applied a 9.8 Newton point load on the left half of the
cable and then increased the point load to 19.6 Newtons. The point loads were imposed on
the finite element model and the measured and computed deformed shapes are shown in
Figure 58c and Figure 58d. An excellent correlation between measured and computed
deformations was obtained.
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FIGURE 58. Deformed shape of a sagging cable segment. a) initial simple approximation of
the cable geometry; b) deformed shape under gravity loadinG c) deformed shape under
gravity plus a 9.8 Newton point force; d) deformed shape under gravity plus a 19.6 Newton
point load
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12.6Slacking/tensioning of a cable segment

To investigate the effect of slackening and tensioning of a cable segment, the problem
shown in Figure 59 was analyzed with the SUSPNDRS program. The problem consisted
of a 5“ x 5“ steel column with a 1/4” diameter steel cable attached to the upper end. In this
analysis, the structure was first subjected to gravity loading to initialize the cable geometry
and, subsequent to the gravity initialization, a transverse tip load was applied at the top of
the cantilever. The tip load was first applied in the direction of the cable, and then in a
direction opposite the cable. During the first part of the loading the cable continues to sag
and does not resist transverse loading (See “B” in Figure 59), after the load is reversed and
the magnitude of the load is increased, the slack is finally removed from the cable (see “D”
in Figure 59) and a sudden increase in stiffness is observed as the stiffness of the cable is
then enaged. During the initial loading the system stiffness is essentially the stiffness of
the steel column and after the cable sag is removed the effective system stiffness is the
stiffness of the column plus the axial stiffness of the steel cable. A comparison of the finite
element model computed stiffnesses with the analytical stiffnesses is shown in Table 2, .

TABLE 2. Computational and analytical stiffhesses of the steel colunudeable
system

Portion of Stiffness from Stiffness from

loading regime computatiomd model analytical expressions

Cable sagging KI 562 lb/in 566 lb/in

Cable tensioned K2 13,333 lkdin 13,300 lb/in
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12.7 Linear-elastic analysis of a deck segment

The objective of the sway stiffness and membrane elements is to allow representation of
the transverse frame action in a bridge deck without the explicit use of beam elements to
capture the bending which occurs in individual lattice elements. The use of the sway ele-
ment can significantly reduce the global degrees of freedom relative to the degrees of free-
dom required in a full beam element based model.

To investigate the accuracy of the sway stiffness element approximations, a multibay seg-
ment of bridge deck was analyzed (Figure 60 shows the elements of detailed and reduced
order models of a deck segment). One model consisted of a full beam and shell element
characterization of the deck lattice and the second model consisted of a truss element
model with sway elements to represent the frame action and membrane elements to repre-
sent the deck slabs. The section properties of the various members were set to the section
properties of the western span of the Bay Bridge. The natural vibration characteristics
computed from each of the models are shown in Figure 61. The two models exhibit good
agreement with the character of the corresponding first five modeshapes agreeing quite
well.
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12.8 Nonlinear analysis of a deck segment

The ability of the SUSPNDRS model of a suspended deck segment to attain appropriate
numerical convergence for a deck segment undergoing nonlinear, large rigid body dis-
placements was evaluated by modeling a 20 bay deck segment suspended from a cable
system as shown in Figure 62. The main suspension cables were fixed against translation
at the points indicated, and the edge of the deck was prevented from translating horizo-
ntally at one end of the deck. The first load increment established the gravity deformed
shape of the structure, and subsequently two transverse point loads were applied at the free
end of the deck. The deck translated to large global displacements and rotation and quick
convergence was attained at each load level.
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12.9 Contact of disjoint model parts

The ability to represent contact between disjoint parts of a model was investigated with the
simple beam model shown in Figure 63. A lateral load was applied to the left column,
pushing the left column toward the right column. For

o
Displacement= A

the first analysis, the columns were

Columncrosssections
,,

L

❑ l
5“

E=29.e6 psi

100 inches

Contact assumed to occur when column sepemtion deereases to 40”

FIGURE 63. Loading of a@went cantilever colunum

not coupled, for the second analysis a contact element coupled the two tops of the columns
in the horizontal direction. The contact element was invoked when the separation between
the two columns decrease to 40 inches. The displaced shapes for the two analyses are
shown in Figure 64. The contact element appropriately enforced compatibility when the
two columns came within 40 inches, and when the load was reversed the contact element
appropriately released the connectivity between the two columns.

The force-displacement behavior exhibited by the two models is shown in Figure 65. The
coupled system provides an effective stiffness which is nearly double the stiffness of the
decoupled system. The stiffness increase when contact occurs is slightly less that the ideal
factor of two because the displacements of the columns are large and geometric stiffening
is occurring with the large displacements in the single column of the non-contacting case.
Evidence of the stiffening with displacement amplitude is evident in Figure 65 where the
force-displacement curves have some curvature in the extreme displacement region.
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Appendix I - Beam element shape functions
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